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P REFACE
NOTE : The term healthcare system is used throughout this document to refer to ANY
healthcare organization that uses an evidence based process for making pharmaceutical coverage
and reimbursement decisions including, but not limited to integrated delivery systems, managed
health care plans, pharmacy benefit management companies, health insurance companies,
medical groups, hospitals and other institutions, and other organized healthcare systems.
THE ROLE

OF THE

AMCP F O R M A T

The evidence requirements contained herein are intended for use by manufacturers of pharmaceuticals,
biologics and vaccines who are responding to an unsolicited request from a healthcare system to support
reimbursement and/or formulary placement consideration of a new product, new indication, or new
formulation of an existing product.
The Format and other formulary submission templates and guidelines support the informed selection of
pharmaceuticals, biologics and vaccines by:
a) Standardizing and communicating product and supporting program information requirements;
b) Requiring projections of product impact on both the organization and its enrolled patient population;
c) Requesting information on the value of products; and
d) Making evidence and rationale supporting all choice(s) more clear, transparent and evaluable by
decision makers.
The AMCP Format’s process is designed to maintain a high standard of objectivity to achieve two
important goals. First, it is intended to improve the timeliness, scope, quality and relevance of
information available to a healthcare system’s evaluators and ultimately to its Pharmacy and Therapeutics
(P&T) or other technology assessment committees. Further, by assessing the healthcare system impact of
using a product, the evidence requested can improve the healthcare system’s ability to compare the effects
of formulary alternatives on clinical outcomes, value, and economic consequences for the entire
healthcare system. According to Neumann, the type of rigorous clinical and economic analysis called for
in the Format “forces and focuses discussions about the value of health and medical services within a
clear theoretical framework. It generates a more careful consideration of available evidence and sheds
light on how to target resources to particular clinical practices or subgroups of patients.” 1 However, it is
important that this information is weighed in the context of other values such as equity, social justice, and
the health of individuals as opposed to populations, the “rule of rescue” and other elements of rational
resource allocation. 2,3,4
Second, the AMCP Format streamlines the evidence acquisition and review process for healthcare system
staff. By clearly specifying the standards of evidence implicit in the existing formulary process, the
Format furnishes pharmaceutical manufacturers with consistent direction concerning the nature and
format of information that is expected. In addition, the standardized format allows healthcare system staff
to formally evaluate the completeness of submissions received and to easily add the results of the
healthcare system’s own systematic literature reviews and analysis. Manufacturers should understand
that submission of information in the recommended format does not guarantee approval of their product
for formulary listing. Manufacturers and healthcare systems should view discussion about, and
1

Neumann PJ. Why don’t Americans use cost-effectiveness analysis? Am J Manag Care. 2004;10:308-312.
Gibson JL, Martin DK, Singer PA. Priority setting for new technologies in medicine: A transdisciplinary study. BMC Health Services
Research 2002; 2:14, 18 July 2002.
3
Daniels N. Four unsolved rationing problems. Hastings Center Report. 1994, 24:27-9.
4
Richardson J and McKie J. The rule of rescue. Working paper #112 (2000). Centre for Health Program Evaluation, Health Economics
Unit, Monash University, Australia.http://chpe.buseco.monash.edu.au/pubs/wp112.pdf
2

subsequent submission of a dossier, as a process to improve the quality and layout of information
provided, but not as a formula for approval. The Format offers a clear, shared vision of the requirements
to facilitate the collaboration necessary between healthcare systems and manufacturers to support
appropriate and evidence-based drug product evaluation. Recognizing that manufacturers may not have
all the requested evidence, especially for new products, the Format describes the information
requirements necessary to support a comprehensive assessment of the proposed product.
The Academy of Managed Care Pharmacy continues to view the AMCP Format as a template or guide,
and not a mandate. As such, it does not claim to establish a standard of practice for managed care
pharmacy that is directly applicable to the evidence needs of each healthcare system. It is up to individual
healthcare systems to decide if and how they will use the AMCP Format and how they will operate their
formulary review processes.
While the AMCP Format does not specify methods for assessing clinical benefit, harms or economic
impact, the evidence presented should meet accepted standards of evidence-based medicine and health
technology assessment. It is the manufacturer’s responsibility to utilize appropriate study designs,
analytic techniques and data sources, and the requester’s responsibility to critically evaluate the evidence
supplied.

C O N F I D E N T I A L IT Y
The confidentiality of evidence dossiers. The confidentiality of evidence dossiers has been an area of
concern since AMCP published the first version of the Format in October, 2000. Manufacturers have
expressed concern that confidential information submitted as part of an evidence dossier -- e.g.,
unpublished studies, off-label information, economic modeling data -- will become publicly available,
thus exposing sensitive data to competitors, and potentially alarming regulatory authorities worried about
misleading promotion. To a large extent, the concerns should be addressed through compliance with FDA
guidance on unsolicited requests and with appropriate confidentiality agreements between the healthcare
system and the manufacturer. Healthcare systems should be aware that the ability of manufacturers to
provide complete information is dependant on the recipient to preserve the confidentiality of that
information. We note that evidence dossiers submitted to government authorities in the US, the UK and
certain other countries are made available to the public but commercial-in-confidence information, when
properly identified by the manufacturer, is redacted for the online version of the report. Special
arrangements with public payers, which require public disclosure of information received, may be
necessary.

WARNING: Product dossiers prepared in accordance with the evidence
requirements contained in the AMCP Format for Formulary Submissions
may contain off-label information and information deemed proprietary
by the product manufacturer. Therefore, such dossiers may only be
distributed in response to an unsolicited request.

Manufacturers may require requesting organizations to sign a
confidentiality agreement before providing a dossier. Such agreements
may also be required where prepublication data are shared with a
healthcare system. Healthcare systems should be willing to sign such
agreements and adhere to their terms.
AMCP recommends that manufacturers place a statement on the dossier
that it is being provided in response to an unsolicited request.
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UNSOLICITED REQUESTS
To qualify as an unsolicited request, the request for information must be truly unsolicited. Specifically,
the inquiry must be initiated by the requester (formulated in his/her own mind) without prompting,
suggestion or solicitation by the drug manufacturer or its employees. The general principles and wellaccepted standards that have been established in this field, include: 1) the manufacturer does not prompt
or encourage requests, 2) responses focus on data rather than company-generated discussions of those
data, 3) individuals with the appropriate scientific and medical training prepare responses, 4) responses do
not deliberately go beyond the scope of the request, 5) responses do not include promotional materials,
and 6) responses are objective, balanced and scientifically rigorous.
Therefore, at no time, shall an evidence dossier in the AMCP Format be sent to a healthcare system
without an authentic, validated unsolicited request from the healthcare system directly to the
manufacturer. Any violation of this rule, intentional or not, jeopardizes the regulatory safe harbor for
unsolicited requests that allows industry to prepare and respond to requests for product dossiers in the
AMCP Format, as well as the Academy’s original intent and mission for the AMCP Format. 5 See
Appendix C for a more detailed treatment of this issue.

REQUESTS

FOR AND

SUBMISSION

OF

UPDATES

TO

EXISTING DOSSIERS

During recent discussions, FDA regulatory staff has stated that individual unsolicited requests are
required to obtain updates to product dossiers that include information on unlabeled uses. To avoid
health systems having to submit potentially numerous unsolicited requests FDA staff agreed that
health systems may include in their original unsolicited request for an evidence dossier, a statement
requesting any new published and unpublished information on labeled and unlabeled uses,
including updated dossiers for the specific product. NOTE: The request for updated information
must pertain only to the specific information or dossier included in the original unsolicited request.
Also, the request for updates must specify a length of time, e.g., 6 months.

MULTIPLE DOSSIERS GENERALLY ARE NOT NEEDED
AMCP recognizes that the evidence requirements contained herein may not meet the evidence needs of all
healthcare systems. For example, WellPoint 6,7 and The Regence Group 8,9 have recently issued their own
detailed evidence requirements. AMCP has learned from WellPoint and The Regence Group that unless
otherwise specified by the healthcare system, manufacturers should submit a single evidence dossier
prepared according to the AMCP Format with an addendum that contains the additional evidence
requirements requested by the healthcare system.

IMPLEMENTATION DATE FOR VERSION 3.0
Dossiers under development may be converted to Version 3.0 with relative ease. New dossiers developed
after January 1, 2010 should be completed using Version 3.0.
5

Salter FJ, Kramer PF, Palmer-Shevlin NL. Pharmaceutical industry medical communications departments: regulatory and legal
perils and pitfalls. Drug Information Journal 2000;34;1009-1015.
6
WellPointNextRx. The WellPoint Outcomes Based FormularySM. WellPoint Health Technology Assessment Guidelines: drug
submission guidelines for new products, new indications, and new formulations, September 2008.
https://www.wellpointnextrx.com/wps/portal/wpo/client/formulary/providerpharmacytheraputics. Accessed May 14, 2009.
7
WellPointNextRx. The WellPoint Outcomes Based FormularySM. WellPoint Health Technology Assessment Guidelines: drug
submission guidelines for re-evaluation of products, indications, and formulations, September 2008.
https://www.wellpointnextrx.com/wps/portal/wpo/client/formulary/providerpharmacytheraputics. Accessed May 14, 2009.
8
RegenceRx. AMCP dossier request form. http://www.regencerx.com/docs/amcp-dossier-request-form.pdf. Accessed
September 3, 2009.
9
The Regence Group. Medication policy development and review process, September 2007.
http://blue.regence.com/policy/medication/introduction.html. Accessed September 3, 2009.
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COMMUNICATION – THE KEY

TO

SUCCESS

AMCP believes that to conduct an appropriate technology assessment function for the purpose of making
coverage and formulary decisions, there should be substantial on-going communication between the
healthcare system and the pharmaceutical company throughout the assessment process in order to manage
expectations and maximize the quality of available evidence. Those organizations that have been early
adopters of the AMCP Format have expressed the importance of and concern for good communication.
When a dossier is requested from a healthcare system, it is important for that organization to
communicate to the pharmaceutical company basic information such as time-lines, the evaluation process,
potential data sources, any special needs that might exist, etc. This also gives the pharmaceutical
company an opportunity to discuss its available evidence. If they cannot submit specific studies or
provide a certain component of the economic analysis, it is better to understand the limitations up front.
AMCP does not suggest that healthcare systems should significantly alter or disrupt their normal lines of
communication with pharmaceutical manufacturers. However, both parties should recognize that when
there is a high level of collaboration, there is a relative increase in the chances that the process will be
smoother and the quality of the dossiers submitted will be higher. 10

MEDIA FOR DOSSIER AND MODEL SUBMISSIONS
AMCP and FMCP encourage manufacturers to submit dossiers in an electronic format rather
than in print. This will help reduce resource expenditures and improve healthcare system staff’s
ability to transfer evidence directly into P&T committee submission monographs. As with
printed dossiers, manufacturers and healthcare systems must ensure that all tenets of the FDA’s
unsolicited request process are followed (see Appendix C). In addition manufacturers must
provide a transparent, unlocked copy of the model without a graphical interface. It should
be presented electronically as an Excel workbook, ASCII tab-delimited file or an alternative
electronic format that is agreed upon by the requesting organization or its consultants and the
manufacturer.
CONCLUSION
The persistent rise in health care expenditures, particularly with medical technology, is attributable in part
to the unwillingness of the American public to accept limits on the use of health care services. This is
also a major factor contributing to resistance to the use of cost-effectiveness analysis in the United States
as a policy making tool.1 Other contributing factors such as a lack of understanding about the conceptual
approach, a mistrust of methods and motives, and regulatory and legal barriers may be more easily
overcome. However, Daniels and Sabin, writing in Health Affairs in 1998 stated, “To change that culture
requires a concerted effort at education, and education requires openness about the rationales for managed
care plan’s decisions.” 11 By adhering to careful and thoughtful decision-making processes that provide
the rationales for limits, health care systems will be able to show, over time, that “arguably fair decisions
are being made and that those making them have established a procedure we should view as legitimate.”11
AMCP and FMCP believe that the AMCP Format is a valuable tool that will continue to help healthcare
systems establish a record of commitment to rational evidence-based decision-making, thus gaining the
confidence of patients, clinicians, payers and members.

10

Foundation for Managed Care Pharmacy. Response to comments for AMCP’s format for formulary submissions Version 2.0.
Alexandria, VA. October 2002. Available at www.fmcpnet.org.
11
Daniels N, Sabin JE. The ethics of accountability in managed care reform. Health Affairs. 1998; 17(5):50-64.
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EVIDENCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
F O R M U L A RY S U B M I S S I O N

1

EVIDENCE REQUIREMENTS FOR FORMULARY SUBMISSION
1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY – CLINICAL AND
ECONOMIC VALUE OF THE PRODUCT
Based on the clinical and economic evidence presented in Sections 2 through 5 of the dossier, justify the
value of the product. This section of the submission requirements replaces Section 4 of the previous
version (Version 2.1) of the AMCP Format for Formulary Submissions and represents the principal
opportunity for a manufacturer to briefly summarize the value of its product. The manufacturer should
briefly describe the clinical and economic information presented in the dossier using the layout prescribed
in Sections 1.1 and 1.2 and state the expected per unit product cost. Based on this information, the
manufacturer should articulate a value argument to justify these expected expenditures for this product in
the context of its anticipated effects on the clinical evidence, health outcomes, and the economic
consequences for the healthcare system.

1.1 CLINICAL BENEFITS: Begin with the FDA-approved indication for the drug and
a short (1 to 2 paragraph) synopsis of the efficacy and safety information (from the prescribing
information and clinical trials). Summarize (No more than 1 page) the clinical benefits of the
PROPOSED THERAPY, in terms of:


Efficacy and Effectiveness



Safety/tolerability



Shortcomings of current treatment and the unmet medical need that the PROPOSED
THERAPY addresses

1.2 ECONOMIC BENEFITS: Summarize (No more than 1 page) the economic benefits of
the PROPOSED THERAPY, in terms of:


Cost per unit



Context of the proposed cost: potential clinical benefits provided (including quality of life
benefits) and potential economic benefits (including savings or cost offsets)



Shortcomings of other therapies

Briefly present results of any observational research or economic data, with inclusion of the PMPM
or ICER result at minimum. Briefly summarize other published information on the cost or economic
impact of the product (such as impact of resource utilization or other cost offsets).

1.3 CONCLUSIONS - (No more than 1/2 page) - Summarize the value of the PROPOSED
THERAPY in 1 to 2 paragraphs. Highlight key points regarding the clinical and economic advantages
and uniqueness of the product are highlighted. Finally, based on the information presented in Sections
2 to 5 that follow, the conclusions should include a statement regarding the expected impact of the
product, relative to other available treatment options both pharmaceutical and non-pharmaceutical.
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2.0 PRODUCT INFORMATION and DISEASE DESCRIPTION
2.1 P R OD U C T D E S C R I P T I O N [20

P A G E S M A X I MU M ]

Manufacturers are required to provide detailed information about their product. They should compare the
new product with other agents commonly used to treat the condition, whether or not these products are
currently on the healthcare system’s formulary.
The product description consists of information that traditionally has been incorporated in a product
monograph, Package Insert (PI) or formulary kit as described below. It also contains information that
goes beyond the scope of the package insert, monograph and formulary kit that can only be provided
pursuant to an unsolicited request.
NOTE: Basic product information should be provided, including a brief discussion of what the
product is, and any significant attributes that define the product’s place in therapy (e.g. kinetics,
adverse event profile, etc.). Verbatim language from the Package Insert (PI) should not be supplied
here. If there is not substantive data and information that can be provided beyond what is in the
PI, these sections should be left blank and the reader referred to the copy of the PI which is in the
Appendix. In those cases where one or more of these attributes (pharmacology, pharmacokinetics,
pharmacodynamics, contraindications, warnings, precautions, adverse events, interactions, and/or
dosing) is of major significance in defining the value of a drug, additional information beyond that
found in the PI should be provided.

The following are the components that should be supplied:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.

k.
l.
m.

Generic, brand name and therapeutic class of the product,
All dosage forms, including strengths and package sizes,
The National Drug Code (NDC) for all formulations,
The ASP and WAC cost per unit size. (The payers contract price, if available, should be included
as well).
AHFS or other Drug Classification
FDA approved indication(s) and the date approval was granted (or is expected to be granted).
Also other significant off-label uses and potential new indications being studied.
Pharmacology*
Pharmacokinetics/Pharmacodynamics*
Contraindications*Warnings/Precautions/Adverse Effects*
Interactions,* with suggestions on how to avoid them
 Drug/Drug
 Drug/Food
 Drug/Disease
Dosing and Administration*
Access, e.g. restrictions on distribution, supply limitations, anticipated shortages, and/or
prescribing restrictions.
Co-Prescribed / Concomitant Therapies, including dosages, and recommended use of other agents
or treatments with the product.

*Verbatim language from the Approved Package Insert should not be supplied here. If
there is not substantive data or information that can be provided beyond the label, these
sections should be left blank and the reader referred to the copy of the PI which is in the
Appendix.
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n. Concise comparison of PI information with the primary comparator products in the same
therapeutic area to include: dosing, indications, pharmacokinetic / pharmacologic profile, adverse
effects, warnings, contraindications, interactions and other relevant characteristics. (Expand as
appropriate for the therapeutic class.) The material may include a discussion of comparator
product(s) or services that the proposed product is expected to substitute for, or replace. This
information should be presented in tabular form. If direct head-to-head trials have been
conducted on the drug and its comparators, this should be noted here, and the reader referred to the
review of those trials in Section 3 of the dossier.

2.2 PLACE OF THE PRODUCT IN THERAPY (NOTE: FOR PRODUCTS WITH MULTIPLE
INDICATIONS, THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION SHOULD BE PROVIDED FOR EACH INDICATION.)
IDEALLY, INFORMATION SHOULD BE PROVIDED IN TABLE OR BULLET FORMAT
NOTE: INFORMATION PRESENTED IN THIS SECTION SHOULD BE BRIEF.
INFORMATION PRESENTED IN SECTIONS 3.0, 4.0, AND 5.0

DO

NOT DUPLICATE

THIS SECTION INCLUDES THREE PARTS:
2.2.1 DISEASE DESCRIPTION (Limit to 1-2 pages per disease.) The intent is to give the
reader a good overall sense of the disease. The disease description should be brief, and should include
the disease and characteristics of the patients who are treated for the condition. Manufacturers
should provide a description of specific patient subpopulations in which the drug is expected to
be most effective, if known. Include clinical markers, diagnostic or genetic criteria, or other
markers, if known, that can be used to identify these subpopulations. Present a brief summary of
information from the literature for each topic. Ideally, information should be provided in table or
bullet format.
Disease specific descriptive information should include, but not be limited to:
a. Epidemiology and relevant risk factors, with a focus on identifiable subpopulations that
would be appropriate for the use of the product
b. Pathophysiology
c. Clinical presentation
d. Societal, humanistic and/or economic burden

2.2.2 APPROACHES TO TREATMENT
(Limit to 1-2 pages per major indication)
The key questions to address are: How is the disease/condition currently treated? How
does the new product fit into standard or existing therapy?
Provide a VERY brief summary of information from the literature for each topic; do not
duplicate information included in other sections:
a. Approaches to treatment - principal options / practice patterns
b. A description of alternative treatment options (both drug and non-drug)
c. The place and anticipated uses of the proposed therapy in treatment (e.g. first line), especially
for any subpopulations that can be targeted for the use of the product.
d. Proposed ancillary disease or care management intervention strategies to be provided by the
manufacturer that are intended to accompany the product at launch.
e. The expected outcomes of therapy, e.g. a cure, palliation, relief of symptoms, etc. Describe
any clinical markers that that are linked to disease outcome, e.g. LDL lowering
f. Description of other drug development or post-marketing obligations as required by the FDA
such as a Risk Evaluation and Mitigation Strategy (REMS), Phase IV trial, patient registry,
restricted distribution channel, and other elements designed to assure the safe use of the
product.
g. Other key assumptions and their rationale.

4

2.2.3 RELEVANT TREATMENT GUIDELINES AND CONSENSUS STATEMENTS FROM
NATIONAL AND/OR INTERNATIONAL BODIES.
This section should describe the treatment guideline’s position on the therapy. Include position
statements and validated tools from national organizations and international HTA bodies, e.g., NICE.
Next, an attempt should be made to generalize these findings to the populations of the requesting
organization. Discuss the implications of any differences that exist between the literature and typical
practice patterns and patient populations. When more than one disease is addressed, complete the
description for each separate condition. The requesting organization and the manufacturer should
determine the relevant treatment options for comparison during the initial pre-submission meeting.

2.3 E VIDENCE

FOR

P HARMACOGENOMIC T ESTS

AND

D RUGS

In considering the appropriate use of genetic testing to guide drug therapy (variously referred to as
‘pharmacogenomics’, ‘pharmacogenetics’, ‘personalized medicine’, or ‘targeted therapy’), clinicians and
healthcare system decision makers must consider the accuracy with which a test identifies a patient’s
genetic status (analytic validity), clinical status (clinical validity), and the risks and benefits resulting from
test use (clinical utility). 12 The following evidence should be presented as appropriate in support of
submissions involving pharmacogenomic testing, or drugs for which pharmacogenomic testing is
available:

Analytic Validity


Accuracy with which a particular genetic characteristic can be identified using a genetic test in
relation to professional standards and federal regulation requirements.

Clinical Validity



Strength of the association between the genetic variant(s) and clinical outcome(s) (e.g., efficacy,
adverse drug reaction)
Expected prevalence of genetic variant(s) in target population; positive predictive value (PPV)
and negative predictive value (NPV) of test

Clinical Utility


Effectiveness and safety of the clinical intervention implemented as a result of the genetic test, as
per Sections 3.1-3.3 of the Format; consider inclusion of quantitative risk-benefit decision
analytic modeling (Section 4.1.1 of the Format).

Cost Effectiveness


12

Expected difference in costs and outcomes with pharmacogenomic testing compared to usual
care, as per Section 4.2.3 of the Format, including cost offsets from changes in drug utilization
and health outcomes.

U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Food and Drug Administration, Center for Drug Evaluation and Research, Center for
Biologics Evaluation and Research and Center for Devices and Radiologic Health. Draft guidance for industry: pharmacogenomic data
submissions. November 2003. (http://www.fda.gov/cber/gdlns/pharmdtasub.pdf). Accessed December 17, 2004.
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3.0 SUPPORTING CLINICAL EVIDENCE
3.1 SUMMARIZING KEY CLINICAL STUDIES: [2 page maximum per study; please complete
evidence tables in the format requested by the healthcare system or as suggested in appendix F]
Submit summaries of all relevant clinical studies that have been conducted, whether published or
not, in each of the categories listed in Sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2. Refer also to the Relevance Criteria
below.

NOTE: To avoid duplication, include ALL relevant clinical studies (summaries and evidence
tables) only in Section 3.0 and all relevant economic studies (summaries and evidence tables)
only in Section 5.0. However, if a study reported both clinical and economic outcomes, include the
study summary in this section. Tabulate the clinical results in Section 3.1.1. To avoid duplication, Section
5.0 should refer to the summary description in Section 3.1. Economic outcomes should be tabulated in
Section 5.0.

Include detailed summaries for all relevant clinical studies.
All of the following items that apply should be included in the study
summaries:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

Name of the clinical trial or study and publication citation(s)
Objective, location and study date;
Trial design, randomization and blinding procedures;
Setting, inclusion and exclusion criteria;
Sample characteristics (demographics, number studied, disease severity, co-morbidities)
Drop-out rates and procedures for handling drop-outs (ITT, per protocol, etc.);
Treatment: dosage regimens, washout period, etc.
Clinical outcome(s) measures;
 Outcomes evaluated
 Delineate primary vs. secondary study endpoints and their corresponding results
i. Other outcome measures (e.g., patient-reported outcomes);
 Principal findings
j. Statistical significance of outcomes and power calculations;
k. Validation of outcomes instruments (if applicable);
l. Generalizability of the population treated;
m. Study limitations, as stated by the authors;
n. Publication citation(s)/references used including funding source of the study.

RELEVANCE CRITERIA - Use the following criteria to determine
relevance:
1. Relevant studies that provide clinical information that may impact formulary decisions, including
but not limited to:
 Safety, including total number of patients exposed to the drug
 Efficacy, effectiveness and comparative effectiveness
 Identification of patient subgroups, practice settings, etc. in which use of the drug may be
more appropriate.
2. Include all Phase 3 clinical trials.
3. In general, include all large, randomized controlled trials.
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4. Include smaller studies, e.g., Phase 2 trials, only if they contain relevant information that is not
provided by larger studies.
5. Include studies conducted in settings outside the U.S. if they add new information not contained
in the U.S. trials.
6. Do not include basic pharmacologic studies, e.g., Phase 1 studies.
7. Do not include purely pharmacokinetic studies, unless the value proposition is based on the
pharmacokinetic properties of the product, or the studies identify an appropriate patient subgroup.

3.1.1 INCLUDE ALL RELEVANT PUBLISHED
STUDIES SUPPORTING LABELED INDICATIONS:

AND

UNPUBLISHED CLINICAL

1.
2.
3.
4.

Placebo-controlled safety and efficacy trials
Prospective effectiveness and comparative effectiveness trials, including pragmatic trials
Open-label safety extension studies
Prospective studies examining other non-economic endpoints such as health status measures
and patient-reported outcomes. If the instruments utilized in these studies are supported by
previous validation and reliability studies, also reference these studies
5. Unpublished data: Provide as much detail as can be disclosed.

3.1.2 INCLUDE ALL PUBLISHED AND UNPUBLISHED DATA
STUDIES SUPPORTING OFF-LABEL INDICATIONS:

AND

CLINICAL

1. Include all relevant studies of the types listed in 3.1.1 above.
2. Include off-label indications that are reasonably likely to be considered by practitioners,
based on the available supporting evidence. Provide contact information for questions about
other uses.
3. Unpublished data: Provide as much detail as can be disclosed.
4. This constitutes an unsolicited request for ALL relevant studies supporting off-label uses of
the product.
Studies reported in this section should be summarized in a clear, concise format and include all relevant
positive and negative findings. (See above relevance criteria.) If the results of a trial have been
published as more than one paper, all may be combined into one summary and one evidence table row,
citing all the articles from which data have been drawn and clearly stating the total number of subjects.
The payer is particularly interested in head-to-head comparison clinical studies between the proposed
product and the principal comparators. Summaries of trial results of key comparator products are
desirable but not required. Discuss important study findings and comment on their implications for
different patient populations. Systematic reviews or meta-analyses are to be included in Section 5.0
Include citations for all known published clinical studies in the bibliography section. Reprints of
relevant published studies should be available upon request. Where possible, provide a link to
original sources if they are free.

Additional items:
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Include relevant data and findings from the Center for Drug Evaluation and Research’s Office of
Drug Safety.
Include confirmation that trials for the product are registered in a public trials registry and
provide access information (e.g. www.clinicaltrials.gov).
Include list of ongoing clinical trials and links to their registry information.

3.1.3 CLINICAL EVIDENCE
UNPUBLISHED TRIALS

SPREADSHEETS

OF

ALL

PUBLISHED

AND

Information from all relevant studies on the product should be summarized in evidence tables in the
format requested by the healthcare system or as suggested in Appendix F, Template for P&T
Committee Monograph. Include negative or null findings as well as positive findings.
When including pragmatic trials or observational studies that contain both clinical and economic
endpoints include the clinical endpoints in the clinical evidence table and include the economic
endpoints in the table that summarizes published CEAs (Section 5.1.2).
Evidence tables should include the following data elements:










Citation, (if unpublished, give abstract information or indicate “data on file”)
Treatments
Sample size and length of follow-up
Inclusion/exclusion criteria
Design
Primary Endpoints
Secondary Endpoints
Results: Provide an explicit statement of effect size, not just relative risk reduction and/or
statistical significance. Within the Results column, include a table of key results
Statistical significance

3.1.4 SUMMARY OF EVIDENCE FROM SECONDARY SOURCES
Relevant evidence may be available from a variety of secondary sources. The following may be
submitted. Summaries should be concise, focusing only on the major conclusions:







Cochrane Collaboration systematic reviews
Formal, published systematic reviews from peer-reviewed journals
Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) evidence summaries
Health technology assessments from other recognized agencies, public or private, including
reviews from other countries.
Evidence-based clinical practice guidelines, medical society position statements, etc. These
documents should include explicit evidence grading criteria
Compendia officially recognized by the Secretary of Health and Human Services that list the
drug. If these references are available only by subscription, provide PDF documents or
reprints of the relevant content.

Summaries of information from one of these sources should be limited to a maximum of
one page.
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4.0 ECONOMIC VALUE
[maximum 20 pages]

and

MODELING

REPORT

“Far better an approximate answer to the right question, which is often vague, than an exact
answer to the wrong question, which can always be made precise.” John W. Tukey, 1962
4.1 M ODELING O VERVIEW
This section presents an overview of the rationale, approach, and suggested methods for
developing a decision-analytic based cost-effectiveness model. The intent of the model is to
quantify for the healthcare system the risk-benefit tradeoff of the product, and its economic
value.

4.1.1 U T I L I T Y

OF

MODELING

FOR

D E C I S I O N -M A K I N G

Available data on the clinical benefits and harms and economic impact of the drug under
consideration are provided in Sections 3 and 5 of the AMCP Format, and are the core of evidencebased decision-making. These data, however, may have important limitations for decision-making.
For example,
• Randomized controlled trials (RCTs) may not include all relevant comparator interventions
• The duration of follow-up in RCTs may be limited
• Patient populations in RCTs may not be reflective of plan populations
• Safety data may be limited, or from disparate sources
• Healthcare cost impacts may not be generalizable across payers
These limitations have led to recent efforts in comparative effectiveness research to improve the
quantity and quality of information available to healthcare decision makers. Comparative
effectiveness data – derived from studies including relevant populations, comparators, and outcomes will prove highly valuable to healthcare system formulary decision makers, and should be reported in
Section 3 of the Format. These data are more likely (and should be expected) to be available for
more mature products. In addition, evidence may be generated through pay for performance or
coverage with evidence development schemes. Synthesis and evaluation of these data will remain
challenging, however, and are unlikely to be available for new products.
Decision-analytic based, cost-effectiveness models are one of the best available means to assess the
overall potential value of healthcare technologies. They are disease-based and take into account the
impact of the new technology on the clinical outcomes for the target population. Typically, they
include evidence on the incidence of the disease or condition in the target population, the medical
care required to diagnose and treat the disease, the relative and absolute risk reductions offered by the
technology, survival and quality of life impacts, and the costs of the interventions. Decision models
can provide:
 An explicit framework for decision-making
 Synthesis of evidence on health consequences and costs from many different sources
 Formal assessment of uncertainty
 A quantitative measure of clinical risk-benefit
 Explicit and evaluable assumptions
 Specificity for a product’s role or place in therapy
 Benchmarks against which the product's future performance can be measured.
Models are not without challenges. In particular, because of the complexity and inherent required
assumptions, models can be perceived a ‘black-box’ approach or biased. The AMCP Format has
been developed to help address these limitations by providing a consistent format for conducting and
reporting cost-effectiveness models to improve their transparency and acceptability.
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4.1.2 TYPES OF MODELS
Cost-effectiveness models.
There are several types of models that can be helpful for managed care decision makers. The focus of
the AMCP Format is the clinical and economic value of drug therapies for plans and their members.
Evaluations that include impacts on patients – e.g., morbidity and mortality – and on healthcare costs
are thus most relevant, and termed in general ‘cost-effectiveness models.’ These models are
primarily useful for assessing the overall clinical risk-benefit and economic value of a drug in relation
to drugs in its class and other healthcare interventions in general, and are the primary focus of this
Section. There are several specific types of cost-effectiveness models, which are discussed in the
Methods section below.
Budget impact models.
Budget impact models are not intended to establish the overall value of healthcare technologies
because they do not include the full impact of the technology on clinical and patient outcomes. They
can be useful for estimating system-wide (e.g., pharmacy and medical) budget impacts, however, and
are commonly used by managed care payers. These models, as defined here, estimate drug costs,
healthcare cost offsets, and adverse event costs, as well as the expected utilization in the healthcare
system, to derive projected per member per month costs. Budget impact models utilize clinical data
and can be relatively complex, and thus should follow the recommendations in this section, as well as
published best practices 13 (see also Appendix E).
Financial models.
Financial models provide an estimate of the financial impact of a new technology on the pharmacy
budget only because they typically include drug costs, network or other discounts, rebates, copayment and other benefit design impacts, but no evaluation of clinical effects or other economic
consequences. Payers usually have the necessary internal resources to develop such models.
Although these models may be useful for negotiations between manufacturers and payers, they are
not central to the evidence- and value-based decision making process, and are not addressed further in
the Format.

4.1.3 OTHER CONSIDERATIONS







13

When a product is intended for treatment of more than one disease or indication, its impact
should be modeled for each, unless a reasonable case can be made for a single model, such as
may be the case for budget impact models.
Models that have been previously developed may be adapted for use according to the AMCP
Format. An existing model should be modified to follow the general framework described in
this document and must be able to demonstrate the system-wide impact of introducing the
product to healthcare system formularies. Evidence supporting the validity of existing
models should be provided, as well as sufficient documentation on their design, functioning,
and data inputs.
Cost-effectiveness analyses conducted alongside RCTs, particularly when of sufficient size
and follow-up, can provide useful and sometimes substantial evidence of economic value.
Cost-effectiveness models should be considered complementary to such studies, allowing for
the adjustment of healthcare resource use, unit costs, effectiveness, and practice patterns.
Lastly, users of this document should recognize the Format is a set of recommendations on
the types of evidence and reporting formats that are likely to be useful for managed care
decision makers. We recognize the need for flexibility, however. Specific requirements are

Mauskopf JA, Sulluvan SD et al. Principles of good practice for budget impact analysis: Report of the ISPOR task force on
good research practices-budget impact analysis. Value Health 2007; 10:336-347.
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determined by individual managed care organizations, and may consist of data requests or
methods beyond those outlined in this document.

4.2 M ODELING A PPROACHES

AND

M ETHODS

4.2.1 APPROACH AND FRAMEWORK
Guidelines
Manufacturers should consult with healthcare system staff in the early stages of model development
to identify optimal modeling approaches and ensure the incorporation of appropriate comparator
products and endpoints.
In general, the cost-effectiveness framework should consider
recommendations published by the Panel on Cost-Effectiveness in Health and Medicine convened by
the U.S. Public Health Service, 14 and the model should follow the guidance provided by the
International Society for Pharmacoeconomics and Outcomes Research (ISPOR) Good Practice
Modeling Principles. 15 (Also Appendix E)
The model should be disease-based, and depict the following:
a) Disease or condition, patient population, natural history, clinical course and outcomes.
b) Primary treatment options and the treatment process for each option – preferably based on
treatment guidelines or actual practice
c) Costs of product and other medical resources consumed within each clinical pathway.
d) Outcomes of therapy for each clinical pathway
e) Incremental cost and outcomes analysis presented in cost/consequences tables and as costeffectiveness ratios.
Analytic framework
The general category of ‘cost-effectiveness’ models includes analyses that value outcomes by
assessing clinical events, life expectancy, and/or quality-adjusted life-years (QALYs). Clinical
events are more readily interpretable by clinicians and allow for direct assessment of the impact of
clinical data, but cost per event avoided calculations are not comparable across disease areas. In
contrast, QALYs allow for assessment of overall healthcare value, but may be more difficult to
interpret from a healthcare system perspective. It is thus recommended that clinical events, life
expectancy, and QALYs all be assessed – with the latter two outcomes primarily relevant for lifetime
timeframe analyses. The results should be reported separately, as outlined subsequently in this
section. Exclusion of any of these endpoints should be justified.
Modeling technique
There are several decision-analytic based approaches to constructing disease-based cost-effectiveness
models, primarily: 1) decision trees, 2) Markov (cohort) models, and 3) patient-level simulation
(discrete event simulation). There are advantages and disadvantages to each technique, primarily
related to the conflicting factors of transparency and data availability vs. the complexity of many
diseases and their treatments. It is recommended that the simplest feasible modeling approach be
utilized – in other words, the model should be sophisticated enough to capture the key aspects of the
disease and treatments, yet be well supported by high-quality data that are available to and
interpretable by the user.
Perspective and Timeframe
The payer perspective is recommended for the primary analysis, with optional perspectives (i.e.,
societal, employer) conducted as secondary evaluations. The model should consider a time horizon
14
15
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Gold MR, Siegel JE, Russell LB, Weinstein MC. Cost-effectiveness in health and medicine. New York, NY,
Oxford University Press, 1996.
Weinstein MC, O’Brien B et al. Principles of good practice for decision analytic modeling in health-care
evaluation: report of the ISPOR task force on good research practices – modeling studies. Value Health. 2003; 6: 9-17.

that is appropriate to the disease being studied and reflect the decision-making and financial and
budget constraints of the healthcare system. Multiple timeframes are recommended for chronic
disease – e.g., 5-year, 10-year, and lifetime. Adjustment for time preference should be incorporated as
appropriate and follow US PHS Panel recommendations (i.e., discounting both future costs and health
effects at a 3% annual rate).14

4.2.2 DATA SOURCES
The identification, selection, interpretation, and use of data to inform the model is the most important
aspect of the modeling process, and should receive ample attention from model developers and users.
The analysis should be based on the highest-quality and most up to date clinical, epidemiologic,
patient, and economic data available. The process for identifying, evaluating, and selecting all of the
data in the model should be clear and systematic.
It is extremely important that modeled claims for cost-effectiveness derive from data from one or
more comparative effectiveness trials. These should:
 Directly compare and quantify treatment effects and other relevant patient-reported outcomes
(including quality of life)
 Assess patient and community preferences for alternative therapies;
 Quantify costs and benefits over the natural course of the disease;
 Assess resources used to support alternative therapies; and
 Evaluate the impact of uncertainty on the claims made for alternative therapies
Parameter estimates used in the model for the drug under consideration should be closely linked with
the evidence provided in all Sections of the Format. All necessary assumptions should be clearly
stated. In addition to the identification of base-case estimates for the model, ranges for parameters
should be determined and well-referenced.
Drug effectiveness
Randomized controlled trial data should form the basis of all efficacy or effectiveness estimates, and
justification should be provided for inclusion and exclusion of any RCTs potentially relevant to the
analysis.
Drug safety data
Clinically relevant adverse events observed in RCTs should be included in the model, as well as
safety signals derived from appropriate observational studies. A wide range of estimates should be
explored given the challenge of accurately ascertaining the likelihood of low-probability events.
Economic data
Unit costs data ideally would be based on healthcare system data. If specific healthcare system data
are not available, costs from representative U.S. private payers, or Medicare, can be used. Decisionanalytic models should be sufficiently flexible to adapt the input assumptions to conform to local
practice patterns.
Utilities
Preference estimates should be derived from studies surveying either patients or the general
population, using a direct elicitation method or an instrument such as the EQ-5D or HUI.
Demographic and practice pattern data
Demographic and practice pattern data from the healthcare system should be incorporated as
appropriate to improve the relevance of the model.
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Surrogate markers
When surrogate markers are used to model longer-term outcomes, specific evidence should be
provided supporting their validity.
Expert opinion
Data derived from expert panels are not generally acceptable, especially for key effectiveness or
safety variables. However, this approach may be reasonable for other variables where estimates are
not available through literature, databases, trials or other normal sources. In such cases, the expert
assumptions should be clearly stated and thoroughly tested in sensitivity analyses. Inputs obtained
from an expert panel should be modifiable in case local opinion leaders disagree with the panel
members.
Efficacy vs. effectiveness
When feasible and scientifically plausible, efficacy results from RCTs should be transformed into
effectiveness parameters. This may involve inclusion of an adherence parameter into the model based
on observational data. Documentation and clear description of the methodology will be necessary in
order for healthcare system staff to evaluate the validity of this approach.

4.2.3 ANALYSIS
Base-case estimates
The expected (average) clinical and economic outcomes should be calculated for each strategy
evaluated, as well as incremental costs, effectiveness, and cost effectiveness. Differences in the
absolute risk of events should be determined, and healthcare cost offsets vs. drug costs independently
determined. Clinical risk-benefit tradeoffs should be explicitly presented and discussed.
Sensitivity analysis
Comprehensive one-way sensitivity analysis of all parameters in the model is strongly recommended,
including assessment of impacts on both incremental effectiveness (e.g., QALYs) and costeffectiveness. Scenario analyses testing the assumptions used in the model are also highly
recommended. The 3-5 parameters and 2-3 assumptions that have the greatest impact on the results
should be identified. Probabilistic sensitivity analysis and the generation of cost-effectiveness scatter
plots and acceptability curves are recommended, particularly for more complex models.

4.3 M ODELING R EPORT

AND

I NTERACTIVE M ODEL

4.3.1 TRANSPARENCY
Transparency and clarity of presentation are a necessity. The need for and value of transparency is
widely recognized and can provide some protection against the negative effects of bias and error. The
users of models need to be able to understand all steps in the modeling process to improve their
understanding of the key factors and variables in the model and its limitations. 16 Therefore,
researchers are encouraged to focus efforts on the clarity and transparency of results. Detailed
descriptions that explain the flow of data through the model are recommended. All calculations
should be explained in a simple straightforward manner to allow a non-health economist to
comprehend the analysis. This information and references should be accessible both in the report
format as well as shown directly in the model to maximize the ease of review.

16
Garrison LP. The ISPOR good practice modeling principles – a sensible approach: be transparent, be reasonable. Value Health
2003; 6:6-8.
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Listed below are the recommended requirements for modeling reports and interactive
models.
4.3.2 MODELING REPORT FORMAT
The modeling report should follow the format: 1) Introduction/Background, 2) Methods, 3) Results,
4) Limitations, 5) Discussion. A 500 word abstract following this same format should be provided on
the first page of the modeling report, and include an explicit description of the key drivers of the
model results identified in sensitivity and scenario analyses.
Below are the minimum recommended figures and tables. Multiple tables in each category (e.g.,
Table 1a, 1b, etc.) may be used if needed.
Figure 1. Provide a figure displaying the structure of the model (e.g., a decision tree or Markov
model). A simplified schematic diagram may be used for ease of presentation, but a detailed figure
should also be included.
Table 1. Provide a table listing all of the model inputs, including probabilities, costs, and utility
estimates if appropriate. Provide a range of values upon which sensitivity analyses are based for each
input.
a. Include references in the table for all inputs, including ranges.
b. Note in the table estimates that lack supporting evidence.
Table 2. Provide an explicit list of model assumptions, including assumptions about comparator
interventions, clinical events, patient management, and costs.
Table 3. Present the disaggregated results in a table (e.g., cost-consequence style, with costs
presented separately from health outcomes). Data presented in this format are more easily understood
and interpreted by healthcare system formulary committees. The following specific data should be
presented for each strategy:
a. The projected clinical events (e.g., heart attacks, cirrhosis, recurrence)
b. The life expectancy and QALY estimates
c. Total healthcare costs
d. The cost of implementing therapy and the resulting cost offsets.
e. Incremental cost-effectiveness ratios
Figure 2. Present one-way sensitivity analyses on all model inputs in a figure (e.g., tornado
diagram) or a table.
a. Clearly present the model inputs or assumptions that drive the difference in 1) costs, 2)
effects, and 3) incremental cost-effectiveness.
b. When appropriate, present multi-way (e.g., 2-way, best/worst case scenario, probabilistic)
sensitivity analyses

4.3.3 INTERACTIVE MODEL
Model characteristics
To improve transparency and ease of use, it is recommended that models be implemented in
spreadsheet software. Other software packages should only be used if the user a) is familiar with
them, and b) agrees with the manufacturer to their use. Custom software models are generally
discouraged, but may be feasible for use if clearly documented in peer-reviewed publications and a
users manual. Interactive models should have the following characteristics:
 All data and calculations relevant to the cost-effectiveness model should be contained in the
spreadsheet and visible to the user.
 All inputs should be modifiable by the user.
 To the extent feasible, the model, its logic and its calculations should be clear and selfdocumenting, using best practices for formatting, comments, and explanatory guides such as
text boxes.
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Allow for analysis of relevant sub-populations (age, gender, co-morbidities) where
applicable.
Allow the healthcare system to incorporate its own data (membership size, prevalence rates,
cost estimates, etc.) in place of default data, such as national norms.
Provide automated 1-way sensitivity analysis.

Model accessibility
It is recommended that the healthcare system require that an interactive model be made available
electronically, preferably after meeting with the manufacturer to discuss its design, results, and use.
If the manufacturer will not provide an interactive model for the payer’s use, a clear statement to this
effect and standing policy should be provided in the modeling report. Alternative approaches include
interactive modification of the model with a representative of the manufacturer, although such
arrangements are significantly less desirable.
Model users should recognize that input parameters must be plausible, and many combinations of
inputs in complex models will not be self-consistent. Thus, users should modify model inputs based
on available data and reasonable assumptions.

5.0 OTHER SUPPORTING EVIDENCE
5.1 SUMMARIZING OTHER RELEVANT EVIDENCE: [2 page maximum per
study]
Provide summaries of other relevant supporting evidence including, but not limited to, retrospective
studies that provide information not available from clinical trials, meta-analyses and systematic reviews
of clinical, quality of life and economic outcomes, comparative observational studies of effectiveness and
harms, assessments of adherence or persistence, studies of patient preference, predictive risk models, and
indirect comparisons of clinical benefit using Bayesian or other appropriate methods, whether published
or not. Conduct and reporting of studies of the type described above should follow accepted practice as
evidenced by published methodology and reporting guidelines from reputable professional societies or
government agencies.

5.1.1 INCLUDE PUBLISHED AND UNPUBLISHED STUDIES SUPPORTING LABELED
AND OFF-LABEL INDICATIONS
Refer to Section 3.1 and 3.1.1 for items to be included in the study summaries and for
relevance and grading criteria.
In addition, summaries of relevant economic studies should include the following:
• Definition of economic endpoints (mean overall cost, cancer-related cost, $/LYG, $/QALY,
etc.) including references for standard of care costs
• Data sources for economic endpoints
• Statistical methods/math used to calculate endpoints
• Modeling methodology (if applicable)
• Sensitivity analysis (if applicable)
• Unpublished data: Provide as much detail as can be disclosed.

Include complete citations for all studies summarized in this section. Reprints of relevant
published studies should be available upon request. Where possible, provide a link to original
sources if they are free of charge.
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5.1.2 EVIDENCE TABLE SPREADSHEETS
Information from all studies described in this section should be summarized in evidence tables
(spreadsheet format). Include negative or null findings as well as positive findings. Use a standard
evidence table format, such as that contained in Appendix F, Template for P&T Monograph. Refer
to Section 3.1.3 for suggested data elements.

6.0 SUPPORTING INFORMATION
6.1 R EFERENCES C ONTAINED

IN

D OSSIERS

Include citations for all known published clinical and economic studies in the bibliography section.
Reprints of relevant published studies should be available upon request. Include the PI in the
Appendix and where possible, provide a link to original sources if they are free.

6.2 D OSSIERS

AND

E CONOMIC M ODELS

Media: AMCP and FMCP encourage manufacturers to submit dossiers in an electronic format
rather than in print. This will help reduce resource expenditures and improve healthcare system
staff’s ability to transfer evidence directly into P&T committee submission monographs. As
with printed dossiers, manufacturers and healthcare systems must ensure that all tenets of the
FDA’s unsolicited request process are followed (see Appendix C). In addition manufacturers
must provide a transparent, unlocked copy of the model without a graphical interface. It
should be presented electronically as an Excel workbook, ASCII tab-delimited file or an
alternative electronic format that is agreed upon by the requesting organization or its consultants
and the manufacturer.
Transparency: The model should be transparent, i.e., designed to allow staff or consultants to investigate
the assumptions and calculations, and to perform independent sensitivity analyses by varying individual
parameters. The requesting organization will retain this model for internal analyses and will not
release it to any other party. Manuscripts that support the development and reporting of the model should
be either attached as appendices or made readily available upon request.
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Terms and Definitions
Budget Impact Models: See definition in Section 4.1.2.
Care pathways: A general method of using predetermined, time-staged, evidence-based actions for
managing the care of patients who have clearly defined diagnoses or require certain procedures. Ideally,
care pathways should be applicable to the management of patients moving among a managed health care
system's multiple levels of care and practice settings. Other terms for care pathways include clinical care
plans, clinical pathways, critical pathways, care guides, and care maps. 17
Cost-Benefit Analysis: An analytical technique derived from economic theory that enumerates and
compares the net costs of a health care intervention with the benefits that arise as a consequence of
applying that intervention. For this technique, both the net costs and the benefits of the health
intervention are expressed in monetary units.17

Cost-consequence Analysis: An analytical technique that compares the health intervention of
interest to one or more relevant alternatives, listing the cost components and various outcomes of each
intervention separately. This type of economic analysis does not indicate the relative importance of the
components listed and leaves it to the decision maker to form his or her own view.17
Cost-Effectiveness Analysis: A systematic method of comparing two or more alternative programs
by measuring the costs and consequences of each. A distinguishing feature of cost-effectiveness analysis
is that the consequences (health outcomes) of all programs to be compared must be measured in the same
common units-natural units related to the clinical objective of the programs (e.g., symptom-free days
gained, cases prevented, quality of life years gained).17
Cost-Minimization Analysis: A type of pharmacoeconomic analysis comparing two alternative
therapies only in terms of costs because their outcomes (effectiveness and safety) are found to be or
expected to be identical. 17
Cost-Utility Analysis: A specific type of cost-effectiveness analysis that compares two or more
alternative choices in terms of both their costs and outcomes, where the outcomes are measured of utility
or preference, often as a quality-adjusted life years gained. Cost-utility analysis can be considered the
“gold standard” methodology for evaluating the cost-effectiveness of health care choices. 17
Cost-Effectiveness Model: These models are used to establish the value of a new technology
relative to an appropriate comparator, and often use decision analysis techniques. They can be based
directly on clinical trials. They are disease-based and account for the impact of new technology on
clinical outcomes (efficacy, adverse events), resource use and costs in the short and long-term. They also
reveal the relation between data inputs and assumptions and outcomes. These models can be used to
conduct a cost-benefit, cost-minimization, cost-effectiveness, and/or cost-utility analysis 17
Decision Analysis: A quantitative approach to decision making under uncertainty in which all
relevant elements of the decision – alternative actions, chance events (along with their probabilities of
occurrence), and final consequences – are stated explicitly in a model. Multiple types of data can be
incorporated from a variety of sources. This model typically takes the form of a decision tree or an
influence diagram and permits the decision maker to determine systematically the relative value of
alternative courses of action. 17
17

International Society for Pharmacoeconomics and Outcomes Research. Health care cost, quality, and outcomes: ISPOR book
of terms. 2003.
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Decision Tree: A schematic diagram depicting the logical structure of a choice under conditions of
uncertainty, including all relevant alternative decisions available to the decision maker as well as the
values and probabilities of all relevant downstream consequences. 17

Dossier: A detailed report (in paper and electronic form) for each product submitted by the
manufacturer for consideration that contains (1) clinical and economic data from published and
unpublished studies and (2) a disease-based economic model to project the potential impact that
introducing the product would have on health and economic consequences occurring across the entire
system.

Effectiveness: The actual effects of treatment by the drug under "real life" conditions [patients not
always remembering to take their doses, physicians often not prescribing the lowest FDA recommended
doses, side effects not all controlled, etc]. 'Head to head' effectiveness studies with similar medications
are preferable.
Efficacy: The potential effects of treatment by the drug under optimal circumstances [e.g. patients all
taking their doses at the right times, physicians prescribing FDA recommended doses, side effects
appropriately monitored, etc]. Efficacy studies are typically the foundation of new drug submissions to
the FDA. Studies that compare the efficacy of similar drugs, rather than just efficacy compared to placebo
are preferable.
Evidence-Based Medicine (EBM): An approach to health care decision making in which the
decision maker is aware of all the relevant evidence and its strengths and weaknesses and is then able to
apply that knowledge to decisions. EBM, therefore, consists of clinical expertise and patient preferences
combined with critical appraisal of clinical research, with the goal of providing optimal individual patient
care. Optimal care thus takes into account patient outcomes and the relative efficiencies among
competing alternatives, as demonstrated in the medical literature. This approach to patient care demands
that the decision makers’ expertise and the appraisal of the clinical evidence base are current and up to
date. 17
Evidence-Based Medicine – Alternate Definition: The conscientious, explicit, and judicious
use of current best evidence in making decisions about the care of individual patients. The practice of
evidence based medicine means integrating individual clinical expertise with the best available external
clinical evidence from systematic research. 18
Formulary: A periodically updated list of medications, related products and information, representing
the clinical judgment of physicians, pharmacists, and other experts in the diagnosis and/or treatment of
disease and promotion of health.
Formulary system: An ongoing process whereby a health care system, through its physicians,
pharmacists and other health care professionals, establishes policies on the use of drugs, related products
and therapies, and identifies drugs, related products and therapies that are the most medically appropriate
and cost-effective to best serve the health interests of the patient populations of the healthcare systems it
represents.

18 Sackett DL, Rosenberg WMC, Gray JAM, Haynes RB, Richardson WS. Evidence based medicine: what it is and what it isn't.
BMJ 1996; 312: 71-2)
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Health Economics: A discipline that analyses the economic aspects of health and health care and
that usually focuses on the costs (inputs) and the consequences (outputs) of health care interventions
using methods and theories from economics and medicine. 17
Health-Related Quality of Life (HRQOL): A broad theoretical construct developed to explain
and organize measures concerned with the evaluation of health status, attitudes, values and perceived
levels of satisfaction and general well being with respect to either specific health conditions or life as a
whole form the individual’s perspective. (see Patient-Reported Outcomes). 17

Markov Model: A complex health economics treatment model that describes the natural history of
particular diseases, with or without treatment. To capture all critical events, Markov models can
categorize health status with a higher level of detail and divide the model’s time perspective into finer
intervals than is possible with decision trees. 17
Model: In the context of health care evaluation, a model is an analytic methodology that accounts for
events over time and across populations, that is based on data drawn from primary and/or secondary
sources and whose purpose is to estimate the effects of an intervention on valued health consequences and
costs. 19

Modeling: The development of a simplified representation of a system (e.g. population). A particular
model may be analytical, visual or both. In pharmacoeconomics specifically or health economics in
general, analytical models can be used to pose and answer questions about interventions that cannot be
directly answered by clinical trials due to time and financial constraints. 17

Outcomes Research: The scientific discipline that evaluates the effect of health care interventions
on patient-related, if not patient-specific, clinical, humanistic and economic outcomes. Outcomes
research is generally based on the conceptual framework that evaluation of treatment alternatives involves
the simultaneous assessment of multiple types of outcomes that are disease-related. 17

Patient-Reported Outcomes: An umbrella term that includes outcome data reported directly by
the patient. It is one source of data that may be used to describe a patient’s condition and response to
treatment. It includes such outcomes as global impressions, functional status, well-being, symptoms,
health-related quality of life, satisfaction with treatment and treatment adherence. Error! Bookmark not defined.

Pharmacoeconomics: The scientific discipline that assesses the overall value of pharmaceutical
health care products, services and programs. Of necessity, it addresses the clinical, humanistic and
economic aspects of health care interventions in the prevention, diagnosis, treatment and management of
disease. Pharmacoeconomics thus provides information critical to the optimal allocation of heath care
resources. The field encompasses experts in health economics, risk analysis, technology assessment,
clinical evaluation, epidemiology, decision analysis and health services research. 17

Quality-Adjusted Life Year (QALY): A universal health outcome measure applicable to all
individuals and all diseases, thereby enabling comparisons across diseases and across programs. A
QALY combines, in a single measure, gains or losses in both quantity of life (mortality) and quality of
life (morbidity). 17
Rule of Rescue: A term applied to the ethical imperative to save individual lives regardless of the cost
if rescue measures are available. Regarding the distribution of health care services, the “rule of rescue”
19

Weinstein MC, O’Brien B et al. Principles of good practice for decision analytic modeling in health-care evaluation: report of
the ISPOR task force on good research practices – modeling studies. Value Health. 2003; 6:9-17.

19

supplements rather than substitutes for the evidence-based consideration of comparative costeffectiveness. For example, Australia’s Pharmaceutical Benefits Advisory Committee considers the rule
of rescue a relevant factor when the cost-effectiveness level is unacceptable and:
1. No alternate pharmacological or non-pharmacological intervention exists to treat patients with the
identified condition;
2. The defined condition must be severe, progressive and expected to lead to premature death;

3. The defined condition must apply to only a very small number of patients. 20
Sensitivity Analysis: A way to analyze the impact of uncertainty in an economic analysis or a
decision (see Decision Analysis, Modeling, Cost-Effectiveness Model). The simplest form of sensitivity
analysis is a one-way analysis where the value of one variable is changed while keeping the other
variables constant, and the impact on results evaluated.17

Tornado Diagram: A set of one-way sensitivity analyses displayed in a single graph, with the most
critical variable in terms of impact at the top of the graph and the rest ranked according to their impact
thereafter; hence the “tornado” or funnel appearance of the graph.17

20

Richardson J and McKie J. The rule of rescue. Centre for Health Program Evaluation. Working Paper 112 [Internet] West Heidelberg,
Australia. Available from http://www.buseco.monash.edu.au/centres/che/pubs/wp112.pdf
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Principles of a Sound Drug
Formulary System
PREAMBLE

A coalition of national organizations representing health care professionals,

government, and business leaders formed a working group (See Appendix III) to
develop a set of principles specifying the essential components that contribute to a
sound drug formulary system. The Coalition was formed in September 1999 in
response to the widespread use of drug formularies in both inpatient and outpatient
settings and the lack of understanding about formularies among the public. Also,
proposed federal legislation that would provide a prescription drug benefit for
Medicare beneficiaries has brought increased attention to the appropriate role and
management of drug formulary systems within drug benefit programs.
The formulary system, when properly designed and implemented, can promote
rational, clinically appropriate, safe, and cost-effective drug therapy. The Coalition
has enumerated these principles, however, because it recognizes that patient care
may be compromised if a formulary system is not optimally developed, organized
and administered. This document contains “Guiding Principles” that the Coalition
believes must be present for a drug formulary system to appropriately serve the
patients it covers. The absence of one or more of these “Guiding Principles” should
be cause for careful scrutiny of a formulary system. A glossary (See Appendix I)
and bibliography (See Appendix II) are included with the “Guiding Principles” to
clarify terminology and to provide additional resources, respectively.
The Coalition believes that the presence of consensus-based Formulary System
Principles can assist decision-makers who must balance the health care quality and
cost equation. Further, the Guiding Principles will be a valuable educational tool
for national, state and local public policy makers, health care system administrators,
purchasers and third party payers, practitioners, and consumers and patient
advocates. These parties all have an interest in designing formulary systems that
ensure patients have access to rational, clinically appropriate, safe, and cost-effective
therapy and which supports an affordable and sustainable drug benefit program.

DEFINITIONS

Drug Formulary System - an ongoing process whereby a health care organization,
through its physicians, pharmacists, and other health care professionals, establishes
policies on the use of drug products and therapies, and identifies drug products and
therapies that are the most medically appropriate and cost-effective to best serve the
health interests of a given patient population.
Drug Formulary - a continually updated list of medications and related information,
representing the clinical judgement of physicians, pharmacists and other experts in the
diagnosis and/or treatment of disease and promotion of health.

Principles of a Sound Drug Formulary System

GUIDING PRINCIPLES
Formulary system decisions are
based on scientific and economic
considerations that achieve
appropriate, safe and cost effective
drug therapy.
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❖ Clinical decisions are based on the strength of scientific evidence and standards
of practice that include, but are not limited, to the following:
◆

Assessing peer-reviewed medical literature, including: randomized
clinical trials (especially drug comparison studies), pharmacoeconomic
studies, and outcomes research data.

◆

Employing published practice guidelines, developed by an acceptable
evidence-based process.

◆

Comparing the efficacy as well as the type and frequency of side effects
and potential drug interactions among alternative drug products.

◆

Assessing the likely impact of a drug product on patient compliance
when compared to alternative products.

◆

Basing formulary system decisions on a thorough evaluation of the
benefits, risks and potential outcomes for patients; risks encompass
adverse drug events (adverse drug reactions and medication errors, such
as those caused by confusing product names or labels).

❖ Economic considerations include, but are not limited, to the following:

The formulary system encompasses
drug selection, drug utilization
review, and other tools to foster
best practices in prescribing,
dispensing, administration, and
monitoring of outcomes.

◆

Basing formulary system decisions on cost factors only after the safety,
efficacy and therapeutic need have been established.

◆

Evaluating drug products and therapies in terms of their impact on total
health care costs.

◆

Permitting financial incentives only when they promote cost
management as part of the delivery of quality medical care. Financial
incentives or pressures on practitioners that may interfere with the
delivery of medically necessary care are unacceptable.

❖ The formulary system:
◆

Provides drug product selection and formulary maintenance (see above).

◆

Provides drug use evaluation (also called drug utilization review) to
enhance quality of care for patients by assuring appropriate drug therapy.

◆

Provides for the periodic evaluation and analysis of treatment protocols
and procedures to ensure that they are up-to-date and are consistent with
optimum therapeutics.

◆

Provides for the monitoring, reporting, and analysis of adverse results of
drug therapy (e.g., adverse drug reactions, medication errors) to
continuously improve the quality of care.
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GUIDING PRINCIPLES
The Pharmacy and Therapeutics
(P&T) Committee, or equivalent
body, comprised of actively
practicing physicians, pharmacists
and other health care
professionals, is the mechanism for
administering the formulary
system, which includes developing
and maintaining the formulary
and establishing and
implementing policies on the use
of drug products.

Physicians, pharmacists, and other
health care professionals provide
oversight of the formulary system.

The formulary system must have
its own policies, or adhere to other
organizational policies, that
address conflicts of interest and
disclosure by P&T committee
members.

❖ The Pharmacy and Therapeutics Committee:
◆

Objectively appraises, evaluates, and selects drugs for the formulary.

◆

Meets as frequently as is necessary to review and update the
appropriateness of the formulary system in light of new drugs and new
indications, uses, or warnings affecting existing drugs.

◆

Establishes policies and procedures to educate and inform health care
providers about drug products, usage, and committee decisions.

◆

Oversees quality improvement programs that employ drug use
evaluation.

◆

Implements generic substitution and therapeutic interchange programs
that authorize exchange of therapeutic alternatives based upon written
guidelines or protocols within a formulary system. (Note: Therapeutic
substitution, the dispensing of therapeutic alternates without the
prescriber’s approval, is illegal and should not be allowed-See Glossary.)

◆

Develops protocols and procedures for the use of and access to nonformulary drug products.

◆

Health care organization policies should ensure appropriate oversight of
the P&T Committee and its decisions by the medical staff or equivalent
body.

❖ Formulary system policies should:
◆

Require P&T committee members to reveal, by signing a conflict of
interest statement, economic and other relationships with pharmaceutical
entities that could influence Committee decisions.

◆

Exclude product sponsor representatives from P&T committee
membership and from attending P & T committee meetings.

◆

Require P&T committee members to adhere to the formulary system’s
policy on disclosure and participation in discussion as it relates to
conflict of interest.
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GUIDING PRINCIPLES
The formulary system should include
educational programs for payers,
practitioners, and patients
concerning their roles and
responsibilities.

The formulary system should include
a well-defined process for the
physician or other prescriber to use a
non-formulary drug when medically
indicated.

❖ The formulary system should:
◆

Inform physicians, pharmacists, other health care professionals, patients,
and payers about the factors that affect formulary system decisions,
including: cost containment measures; the procedures for obtaining nonformulary drugs; and the importance of formulary compliance to
improving quality of care and restraining health care costs.

◆

Proactively inform practitioners about changes to the formulary or to
other pharmaceutical management procedures.

◆

Provide patient education programs that explain how formulary decisions
are made and the roles and responsibilities of the patient, especially the
importance of patient compliance with drug therapy to assure the success
of that therapy.

◆

Disclose the existence of formularies and have copies of the formulary
readily available and accessible.

◆

Provide rationale for specific formulary decisions when requested.

❖ The formulary system should:
◆

Enable individual patient needs to be met with non-formulary drug
products when demonstrated to be clinically justified by the physician or
other prescriber.

◆

Institute an efficient process for the timely procurement of
non-formulary drug products and impose minimal administrative
burdens.

◆

Provide access to a formal appeal process if a request for a
non-formulary drug is denied.

◆

Include policies that state that practitioners should not be penalized for
prescribing non-formulary drug products that are medically necessary.
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APPENDIX I
GLOSSARY

Drug Formulary System - an ongoing process whereby a health care organization,
through its physicians, pharmacists and other health care professionals, establishes
policies on the use of drug products and therapies, and identifies drug products and
therapies that are the most medically appropriate and cost effective to best serve the
health interests of a given patient population.
Drug Formulary - a continually updated list of medications and related
information, representing the clinical judgement of physicians, pharmacists, and
other experts in the diagnosis and/or treatment of disease and promotion of health.
Pharmacy & Therapeutics (P&T) Committee - an advisory committee that is
responsible for developing, managing, updating, and administering the drug
formulary system.
Generic Substitution - the substitution of drug products that contain the same
active ingredient(s) and are chemically identical in strength, concentration, dosage
form, and route of administration to the drug product prescribed.
Therapeutic Alternates - drug products with different chemical structures but
which are of the same pharmacological and/or therapeutic class, and usually can be
expected to have similar therapeutic effects and adverse reaction profiles when
administered to patients in therapeutically equivalent doses.
Therapeutic Interchange - authorized exchange of therapeutic alternates in
accordance with previously established and approved written guidelines or
protocols within a formulary system.
Therapeutic Substitution - the act of dispensing a therapeutic alternate for the
drug product prescribed without prior authorization of the prescriber. This is an
illegal act because only the prescriber may authorize an exchange of therapeutic
alternates.
Drug Utilization Review (Drug Use Review, DUR, and Drug Use Evaluation) process used to assess the appropriateness of drug therapy by engaging in the
evaluation of data on drug use in a given health care environment against
predetermined criteria and standards.
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APPENDIX B:
Sample Unsolicited Request Letter
Date
Name of Acct Manager/Medical Science Liaison
Name of Company
Address
Address
Dear…:
[Organization name] has adopted the Academy of Managed Care Pharmacy’s (AMCP) Format
for Formulary Submissions detailing the process and evidentiary requirements for the provision
of clinical and economic information to support formulary consideration. Please consider this
letter as an unsolicited request for an AMCP Format-based dossier for your product [Name of
Product or Products here]. Per the AMCP Format the dossier should contain all available
medical, economic and other scientific information (including any unpublished and/or off-label
study data that are to be considered by our organization) and pharmacoeconomic modeling on all
comparator products that we consider for formulary inclusion or as part of therapeutic class
reviews.
In addition, we request that you provide, for a period of 12 months, any new published or
unpublished information on labeled or unlabeled uses that may serve to further inform our
decisions on the use of this product.
We consider this unsolicited request to represent the desired information to accompany a
formulary submission. Manufacturers should submit a complete dossier well before they expect
the product to be considered for formulary review. Our goal is to enable all of the [Organization
name] Pharmacy & Therapeutics (P&T) Committees to make evidence-based decisions
representing good value for money when selecting preferred treatment options. The AMCP
Format describes a standardized template for pharmaceutical manufacturers to construct and
submit a formulary dossier. The dossier is designed to make the product evaluation process in
formulary development more complete, evidence-based and rational.
By submitting this request we recognize that confidential information may be provided. We also
recognize the need to respect and honor commercial-in-confidence information and may be
willing to sign necessary confidentiality agreements under agreed circumstances.
If you require additional information, please call ………
Sincerely,

Appendix C:
UNSOLICITED REQUEST GUIDELINES
A drug manufacturer’s promotional activities are heavily regulated by the FDA under the Food, Drug, and
Cosmetic Act (FDCA) enacted in 1938, and amended in 1962. 1,2,3 Product information contained in promotional
mediums such as print, television, radio, internet and sales representative discussions with customers must be
consistent with the FDA-approved labeling, i.e., prescribing information or package insert. Dissemination of
product information that has not been approved by the FDA may be considered mis-branding or constitute offlabel promotion. Although physicians may prescribe drugs for off-label use, drug companies may not promote or
market products for off-label use. “Off-label” product information is any information or claim that is not
contained in or consistent with the FDA-approved prescribing information, and may pertain to any aspect of the
drug such as therapeutic use or indication, dosage, route of administration, duration, and special populations.
There exist two specific FDA provisions for industry activities that may involve off-label information. 4,5 First,
the FDA published guidance on industry-supported continuing medical education (CME) in 1997.4 Under this
guidance, the FDA will not subject industry-supported scientific and educational activities under the FDCA
labeling and advertising rules if the requirements for independence and being non-promotional in nature are met.
A second provision involves the proactive dissemination of reprint articles from peer-reviewed scientific
journals.5 In January 2009, the FDA provided its current thinking and guidance on “Good Reprint Practices”
replacing a previous provision under the FDA Modernization Act (FDAMA) of 1997 that ceased to be effective
on September 30, 2006. 6,7,8,9
While manufacturers can not proactively communicate off-label information beyond the limited provisions
described above, the FDA has long acknowledged the need for health care professionals to access medical
information that is not contained in the four corners of the drug package insert. Thus, the FDA recognizes and
allows for a “safe harbor” for the pharmaceutical industry to respond to unsolicited requests for information not
addressed in the prescribing information. The FDA has previously opined their general support and guidance
regarding industry responses to unsolicited requests for product information in various informal letters and
communications. 10,11,12 However, these earlier opinions and statements can not be found in any official FDA
1

Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, Section 502 Misbranded Drugs and Devices. Available at
http://www.fda.gov/opacom/laws/fdcact/fdcact5a.htm#sec502. Accessed on 5/3/09.
2
Code of Federal Regulations, Title 21, Section 202.1 Prescription-drug Advertisement. Available at
http://edocket.access.gpo.gov/cfr_2001/aprqtr/pdf/21cfr202.1.pdf. Accessed on 5/3/09.
3
US Code, Title 21, Section 352 Misbranded Drugs and Devices. Available at
http://uscode.house.gov/search/criteria.shtml. Accessed on 5/3/09.
4
FDA Guidance: Industry-Supported Scientific and Educational Activities, November 1997. Available at
http://www.fda.gov/Cder/Guidance/isse.htm. Accessed 5/3/09.
5
FDA Guidance: Good Reprint Practices for the Distribution of Medical Journal Articles and Medical or Scientific
Reference Publications on Unapproved New Uses of Approved Drugs and Approved or Cleared Medical Devices,
January 2009. Available at http://www.fda.gov/oc/op/goodreprint.html. Accessed 5/3/09.
6
Food and Drug Administration Modernization Act of 1997, Section 401. Available at
http://www.fda.gov/CDER/guidance/105-115.htm#SEC.%20401. Accessed on 5/3/09.
7
Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, Section 551 Requirements for Dissemination of Treatment Information on
Drugs and Devices. Available at http://www.fda.gov/opacom/laws/fdcact/fdcact5d.htm#sec551. Accessed on
5/3/09.
8
Code of Federal Regulations, Title 21, Section 99.101 Information That May Be Disseminated. Available at
http://edocket.access.gpo.gov/cfr_2001/aprqtr/pdf/21cfr99.101.pdf. Accessed on 5/3/09.
9
US Code, Title 21, Section 360aaa Requirements for Dissemination of Treatment Information on Drugs and
Devices. Available at http://uscode.house.gov/search/criteria.shtml. Accessed on 5/3/09.
10
Informal Letter: Position on the Concept of Solicited and Unsolicited Requests, FDA Division of Drug Marketing,
Advertising, 1982.
11
Informal Communication: Current Issues and Procedures, FDA Center for Drug Evaluation and Research, 1994.

document or website, and today there exist no explicit regulations that clearly define or address the safe harbor for
unsolicited requests.
Despite the regulatory ambiguity, the field of industry-based drug information for handling unsolicited requests
has evolved into a specialized discipline grounded by certain key principles and practices that are based on the
previous informal FDA positions as well as the industry’s unique regulatory, legal and corporate landscape. 13
The practice of industry-based drug information may vary slightly from company to company due to specific
policies and procedures. However, key general principles and well-accepted standards that have been
established in this field, which include: 1) the manufacture does not prompt or encourage requests, 2)
responses focus on data rather than company-generated discussions of those data, 3) individuals with the
appropriate scientific and medical training prepare responses, 4) responses do not deliberately go beyond
the scope of the request, 5) responses do not include promotional materials, and 6) responses are objective,
balanced and scientifically rigorous. 14
At many companies, responding to unsolicited requests is the responsibility of functional groups or departments
known as Medical Communications, Medical Information or Medical Affairs. Within these departments,
scientific or clinical professionals must own the role and responsibility of responding to unsolicited requests.
Because the FDA considers responding to unsolicited requests as peer-to-peer scientific discussions or exchanges,
inquiries must be handled by company employees who are well qualified and competent in evaluating and
communicating scientific evidence in the peer-reviewed medical literature. Pharmacists are common and ideally
qualified for this role but other professionals may also be appropriate (MD, RN, PhD, etc).
Requesters may contact the drug manufacture’s Medical Communications Department directly (by phone, mail,
fax, email or internet) or a company field representative may facilitate the request from the requester to the
appropriate department. Unsolicited requests must be documented by Medical Communications, usually in a
computer database system. Responses to unsolicited requests must be relevant, accurate and balanced.
Information provided is objective, data-driven, and non-promotional in content and tone. Information is based
mainly on the primary peer-reviewed medical literature which may include off-label information if it is relevant to
the question. The response is tailored to the specific request without going beyond the scope of the inquiry.
Therefore, if a request is too broad or general, the Medical Communications professional may contact the
requester to clarify and narrow down the question so as to provide more meaningful and manageable information.
The response may be communicated verbally over the phone, via mail, fax, in-person, email, etc. Medical
Communication’s response to unsolicited requests may NOT contain promotional or marketing materials, be
delivered or disseminated by sales or field representatives, or provided to customers in the presence of sales and
marketing personnel.
Most importantly, to qualify as an unsolicited request, the request for information must be truly
unsolicited. Specifically, the inquiry must be initiated by the requester (formulated in his/her own mind)
without prompting, suggestion or solicitation by the drug manufacturer or its employees. Medical
Communications should monitor inquiries received for trends and patterns that may suggest evidence of
solicitation and prompting by company personnel. Providing product information in response to questions that
are solicited is deemed promotional and subject to FDA promotional regulations. Hence, providing off-label
information in response to solicited inquiries is considered off-label promotions.
The Academy of Managed Care Pharmacy (AMCP) Format for Formulary Submissions is a guideline that calls
for extensive clinical and economic information for a product to be included in a dossier submission. Since
dossier content includes non-FDA-approved information, the provision of an AMCP dossier by a manufacturer to
12

Drug Company Supported Activities in Scientific or Educational Contexts - Draft Concept Paper, FDA, 1991.
Graves DA, Baker RP. The core curriculum for medical communications professionals practicing in the
pharmaceutical industry. Drug Information Journal 2000;34:995-1008.
14
Salter FJ, Kramer PF, Palmer-Shevlin NL. Pharmaceutical industry medical communications departments:
regulatory and legal perils and pitfalls. Drug Information Journal 2000;34;1009-1015.
13

a health system should fall under the operating assumptions of the Medical Communications safe harbor for
unsolicited requests. In other words, manufactures must receive an explicit unsolicited request for a product
dossier in the AMCP Format from health systems before an AMCP dossier can be delivered. This premise aligns
with the dialogue between the Academy and the FDA regarding the AMCP Format, i.e., “the AMCP Format
represents an unsolicited request from a health system to a pharmaceutical company” for both on-label and offlabel product information. 15 Further, the FDAMA of 1997 Section 114 provides another safe harbor whereby
health care economic information provided to a formulary committee or similar entity responsible for selection of
drugs for managed care organizations shall not be considered false or misleading (hence, not subject to FDA
promotional regulations) if the information is based on competent and reliable scientific evidence. 16 In general,
industry considers the economic requirements of the AMCP Format under Section 114. However, each company
may have different approaches to meeting those requirements depending on its own legal, regulatory and business
perspectives and concerns. As described above, all general principles and standards on handling unsolicited
requests must be fulfilled by manufacturers in the course of providing the AMCP dossier, e.g., information is
relevant, accurate and balanced, responses may not go beyond the scope of the inquiry, sales representatives must
not deliver dossiers to customers, etc.
A health system’s request for the AMCP dossier must be truly unsolicited and unprompted by the drug company
or its representatives. The accepted process for the receipt of a request may vary from company to company
(formal letter, by phone, signed business reply card, etc.). However, the request should be explicit and specific
for a product dossier in the AMCP Format as other formats exist 17,18,19 and the FDA has previously opined that
“formulary kits” or other similar materials intended for formulary committees are in fact promotional labeling. 20
While many drug companies may allow sales representatives to facilitate unsolicited requests to the Medical
Communications Department, sales and marketing representatives and other company employees without the
appropriate role and responsibilities should not disseminate or deliver AMCP dossiers to health systems (even if
there is an unsolicited request). The Medical Communications Department should provide dossiers directly to
customers in the company’s established media (hardcopy or electronic) and with consideration of the requester’s
preference.
At no time, shall a product dossier in the AMCP Format be sent to a health system without an authentic unsolicited request
from the payer directly to the manufacturer. Any violation of this rule, intentional or not, jeopardizes the regulatory safe
harbor for unsolicited requests that allows industry to prepare and respond to requests for product dossiers in the AMCP
Format, as well as the Academy’s original intent and mission for the AMCP Format.

15

The AMCP Format for Formulary Submissions, Version 2.1. Academy of Managed Care Pharmacy, April 2005.
Available at http://www.fmcpnet.org/data/resource/Format~Version_2_1~Final_Final.pdf. Accessed on 5/3/09.
16
Food and Drug Administration Modernization Act of 1997, Section 114 Health Care Economic Information.
Available at http://www.fda.gov/CDER/guidance/105-115.htm#SEC.%20114. Accessed on 5/3/09.
17
The Drug Effectiveness Review Project Evidence Submission Protocol – A Format for Submission of Clinical
Evidence for Systematic Evidence-Based Reviews of Drug Classes, Version 2.3. The Center for Evidence-based
Policy Oregon Health & Science University, February 2009. Available at
http://www.ohsu.edu/ohsuedu/research/policycenter/DERP/manufacturers/dossier-process-info.cfm. Accessed on
5/3/09.
18
WellPoint Health Technology Assessment Guidelines – Drug Submission Guidelines for New Products, New
Indications, and New Formulations. WellPointNextRx, September 2008. Available at
https://www.wellpointnextrx.com/shared/noapplication/f1/s0/t0/pw_ad080613.pdf. Accessed on 5/3/09.
19
WellPoint Health Technology Assessment Guidelines – Drug Submission Guidelines for Re-evaluation of
Products, Indications, and Formulations. WellPointNextRx, September 2008. Available at
https://www.wellpointnextrx.com/shared/noapplication/f1/s0/t0/pw_ad080614.pdf. Accessed on 5/3/09.
20
Informal Communication: Current Issues and Procedures, FDA Center for Drug Evaluation and Research, 1994.
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Members of the working party are listed at the end of the paper. Correspondence to:
Dr Jefferson.

Over the past decade interest in the economic evaluation of health care interventions
has risen. 1 Reviews of published studies have, however, shown gaps in the quality of
work.2 3 4 5 As far back as 1974 Williams listed the essential elements of economic
evaluations, 6 and more recently Drummond and colleagues set out the methodological
areas generally agreed among economists.7 Guidelines for economic evaluations have
been promulgated and reviewed by many bodies, 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 but few medical journals
have explicit guidelines for peer review of economic evaluations or consistently use
economist reviewers for economic papers even though they are a major publication
outlet for economic evaluations.15 16 17 In January 1995 the BMJ set up a working party
on economic evaluation to improve the quality of submitted and published economic
articles.
It was not our intention to be unduly prescriptive or stifle innovative methods; our
emphasis is on improving the clarity of economic evaluations. We also did not
address those issues of conduct that have been emphasised in other guidelines.13 14 15 16 17 18
The working party’s methods
The working party’s objectives were to improve the quality of submitted and published economic evaluations by agreeing acceptable methods and their systematic
application before, during, and after peer review. Its task was to produce: (a) guidelines for economic evaluation, together with a comprehensive supporting statement
which could be easily understood by both specialist and non-specialist readers; (b) a
checklist for use by referees and authors; and (c) a checklist for use by editors.
In producing the guidelines the working party has concentrated on full economic
evaluations comparing two or more health care interventions and considering both
costs and consequences. 19 Articles sent to the BMJ and other medical journals are
often more broadly based “economic submissions,”20 which comprise essentially clinical articles that report approximate cost estimates or make statements that a given
treatment was “cost effective.”
We took the view that submissions reporting partial evaluations, such as a costing
study or an estimate of the value to individuals of improved health, should adhere to
the relevant sections of the guidelines given below, as should anecdotal reports or
commentaries drawing economic conclusions about alternative forms of care. In
addition to a referees’ (and authors’) checklist, therefore, the working party has produced shorter checklists to help BMJ editors distinguish between full economic evalu-
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ations and other types of economic submission and to help them decide which articles
should be sent to referees. The main checklist and the editors’ checklists are given in
the boxes and a flow chart explaining their use is given in figure 1. The checklists do
not replace the need for an overall judgment on the suitability of a paper.
Drafts of the guidelines and their supporting statement and the checklists have been circulated to health economists and journal editors and were debated at the biannual meeting of the UK Health Economists’ Study Group in January 1996. A survey of members
attending the meeting was used to identify those items of the full referees’ checklist that
should be used by editors.
The final document reflects a broad consensus among the working party. Any differences reflect different perspectives on the role of economic evaluation and the extent of
members’ interests in particular aspects of methodology rather than basic differences
over the need to improve standards of reporting.
Finally, in drafting the guidelines, the working party recognised that authors may not be
able to address all the points in the published version of their paper. This being so, they
may care to submit supplementary documents (containing, for example, the details of
any economic model used) or refer the reader to other published sources.
Guidelines for submission of economic evaluations
The guidelines are given below, grouped in 10 sections under three headings: study
design, data collection, and analysis and interpretation of results. Under each section is
a commentary outlining the reasons for the requirements and the main unresolved
methodological issues and explaining why firm guidelines cannot be given in some
cases. The guidelines are designed to be read in conjunction with other more general
guidance to authors from the BMJ and the existing BMJ guidelines on statistical methods.21
Study design (1) STUDY QUESTION
•

The economic importance of the research question should be outlined.

•

The hypothesis being tested, or question being addressed, in the economic
evaluation should be clearly stated.

•

The viewpoint(s) — for example, health care system, society — for the analysis
should be clearly stated and justified.

The research question, or hypothesis, needs to satisfy three criteria.
Firstly, the question should be economically important (in terms of its resource implications) and be relevant to the choices facing the decision maker. The question “Is health
promotion worthwhile?” does not meet this criterion because it fails to specify alternatives — worthwhile compared with what? Furthermore, any alternatives need to be realistic. An option of “doing nothing,” or maintaining the status quo, should be included
when appropriate.
Secondly, the question should be phrased in a way that considers both costs and outcomes. The research question “Is drug X more costly than the existing therapy?” will
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provide incomplete information because the decision maker also needs to consider
comparative effectiveness.
Different forms of economic evaluation
Study type

Measurement of benefits

Question posed

Cost minimisation analysis

Benefits found to be equivalent

Which is the most
efficient way of achieving a given goal (or
objective)?

Cost effectiveness analysis
Cost-utility analysis

Natural units (eg life years gained) or
What is the most efficient
Healthy years (eg quality adjusted
way of spending a given
life years, healthy years equivalents) budget?

Cost-benefit analysis

Monetary terms

Should a given goal (or
objective) be pursued to
a greater or lesser
extent?

Thirdly, the research question should clearly state the viewpoint of the economic evaluation, and this should be justified. Possible viewpoints include those of the provider
institution, the individual clinician or professional organisation, the patient or patient
group, the purchaser of health care (or third party payer), and society itself. For
example, hospital and other providers may need information to help in making procurement and related technology management decisions; individual clinicians to
inform patient care decisions; health insurers or purchasers to support decisions on
whether to pay for a procedure or which services to develop; and patients to know the
level of costs they may incur in travelling to hospital or providing informal nursing
care at home. The viewpoint chosen will in turn influence both the costs included in
the evaluation — for example, whether to limit these to a given department, hospital,
or locality and whether patient costs are included — and the types of outcome measured — for example, disease specific outcomes or generic measures of patients’
quality of life.
Health economists generally advocate adopting the broader societal viewpoint when
possible. This is because data can usually be disaggregated and the analysis carried
out from a number of viewpoints. Also, the additional cost of adopting a broader perspective at the outset of a study is probably less than the cost of attempting to gather
additional information later. Researchers should therefore identify key potential decision makers (government, purchaser, or provider) at the outset and be able to show
that the research question posed will meet the needs of all key groups.
(2) SELECTION OF ALTERNATIVES
•

The rationale for choice of the alternative programmes or interventions for comparison should be given.

•

The alternative interventions should be described in sufficient detail to enable the
reader to assess the relevance to his or her setting — that is, who did what, to
whom, where, and how often.
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The choice of the alternative must be designed to help get as close a measure as possible
of the opportunity cost of using the new treatment. In principle the comparator should
be the most cost effective alternative intervention currently available. In practice the
comparator is usually the most widely used alternative treatment. Unless current practice is “doing nothing,” it is usually best not to use placebo as the comparator. Such a
study could, however, if well conducted and reported, provide information for use in
conjunction with studies of other treatments also compared with placebo.
The alternatives being compared should be described in enough detail to enable the
reader to relate the information on costs and outcomes to the alternative courses of
action. The use of decision trees and other decision analytic techniques (discussed in
section 7) can help to clarify the alternative treatment paths being followed and provide
a framework for incorporating cost and outcome data. Clear exposition of alternative
treatment paths and the probabilities, cost, and outcomes linked to them should enable
decision makers to use those parts of the analysis that are relevant to their viewpoint.
(3) FORM OF EVALUATION
•

The form(s) of evaluation used — for example, cost minimisation analysis, cost
effectiveness analysis — should be stated.

•

A clear justification should be given for the form(s) of evaluation chosen in relation to the question(s) being addressed.

There are two types of question which require the use of different forms of evaluation
(see box).
The first is: “Is it worth achieving this goal?” or “How much more or how much less of
society’s resources should be allocated to pursuing this goal?” Such questions can be
answered formally only by the use of cost-benefit analysis. Looking at one intervention
alone, cost-benefit analysis addresses the question of whether its benefits are greater
than its costs — that is, the best alternative use of the resources. When several competing interventions are being considered the costs and benefits of each should be examined
and that combination which maximises benefits chosen.
The main practical problem with cost-benefit analysis is that of valuing benefits, such as
the saving of life or relief of pain, in money units. However, if we are to examine
whether more or less should be spent on health care, we need to find a way of comparing the costs (benefits forgone elsewhere) with the benefits of improved health and any
other resulting benefits. Even when all benefits cannot be measured in terms of money,
cost-benefit analysis provides a useful framework for structuring decision making problems.
The second type of question is: “Given that a goal is to be achieved, what is the most
efficient way of doing so?” or “What is the most efficient way of spending a given
budget?” Such questions are addressed by cost effectiveness analysis, which can take
one of two forms. In the first the health effects of the alternatives are known to be
equal, so only the costs need to be analysed, and the least costly alternative is the most
efficient. This type of analysis is often referred to as cost minimisation analysis.
Secondly, alternatives may differ in both cost and effect, and a cost effectiveness ratio
(cost per unit of health effect) is calculated for each. For example, given a fixed budget
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for dialysis, the modality (home dialysis, hospital dialysis, or continuous ambulatory
peritoneal dialysis) with the lowest cost per life year saved would, if implemented,
maximise the amount of life years produced by the dialysis programme. In practice,
however, the selection of the most efficient mix of programmes, given a budget constraint, is more complicated: it depends on whether alternative programmes are mutually exclusive and whether the scale of programmes can be changed without changing
their incremental cost effectiveness ratios.
The concept “within a given budget” is also crucial. Often authors produce a ratio of
extra costs per extra unit of health effect for one intervention over another and argue
that a low cost effectiveness ratio, relative to other existing health care programmes,
implies that a given intervention should be provided. However, judgment is still
required as the resources to meet such extra costs would inevitably come from another programme, from within or outside health care. (This point is returned to in section
10.)
The third category of evaluation, cost-utility analysis, lies somewhere between cost
effectiveness and cost benefit analysis. It can be used to decide the best way of
spending a given treatment budget or the health care budget. The basic outcome of
cost-utility analysis is “healthy years.” Years of life in states less than full health are
converted to healthy years by the use of health state preference values, resulting in
generic units of health gain, such as quality adjusted life years (QALYs) or healthy
years equivalents.22 (These approaches are discussed in section 5.)
Data Collection (4) EFFECTIVENESS DATA
•

If the economic evaluation is based on a single effectiveness study — for
example, a clinical trial — details of the design and results of that study should
be given — for example, selection of study population, method of allocation of
subjects, whether analysed by intention to treat or evaluable cohort, effect size
with confidence intervals.

•

If the economic evaluation is based on an overview of a number of effectiveness
studies details should be given of the method of synthesis or meta-analysis of
evidence — for example, search strategy, criteria for inclusion of studies in the
overview.

Economic evaluation of interventions relies on the assessment of their clinical effectiveness. The data can come from a single clinical study, a systematic overview of
several studies, or an ad hoc synthesis of several sources. Any limitations which
weaken the assessment of effectiveness weaken any economic evaluation based on it.
The gold standard for assessing the efficacy of interventions is the randomised, double blind controlled trial. This design has the highest internal validity — that is, freedom from bias.
In most clinical trials the primary assessment is based on an intention to treat analysis, which assesses the clinical outcomes of all randomised patients, whether or not
they completed their allocated treatment. Other analyses serve as secondary or
exploratory analyses in clinical studies and should be justified if used as the primary
analysis for the economic evaluation.
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Clinical trials may include active or placebo controls. In active controlled studies the
appropriate comparator for economic analysis is the most cost effective available therapy, or the most widely used therapy. In placebo controlled studies the economic analysis
should indicate whether there are active comparators that could be considered as alternative therapies.
The generalisability of the study population is important in assessing the results of clinical trials and hence their suitability for economic evaluations. Factors that can limit
generalisability include: differences across countries or health systems; costs and benefits resulting only from the trial protocol but which would not arise in practice; unrealistically high compliance rates; or the appropriateness of usual practice in clinical studies
that compare a therapy with best usual care. Clinical data from studies employing a
“pragmatic” protocol are often more generalisable and hence preferable for economic
evaluation.
In a pragmatic trial subjects are still randomised to treatment groups, but the patient and
doctor may not necessarily be blind to the treatments. The treatment protocol is also
kept as close to normal care as possible and monitoring kept to a minimum. Such trials
are attractive for economic analysis since they reflect what may happen in practice, but
the results apply only to similar settings. Unfortunately many clinical studies are still
performed under fairly restrictive conditions, so some adjustments may be required for
economic evaluation (discussed below).
Clinical data can also be generated from overviews or syntheses of clinical literature.
Before the data from any such overview are used in economic assessments the methods
used for the overview, including the search strategy and the criteria for inclusion and
exclusion of studies, need reporting.
Effectiveness data from overviews have the advantage that the confidence interval
around the point estimate of clinical effect is usually narrower than that from an individual trial and the result may be more generalisable. 23 Typically the economic analyst
would take the point estimate of effect from the overview as the base case value and use
the confidence interval as the relevant range for sensitivity analysis (see section 9).
Sometimes clinical trial data may be insufficient for economic evaluation because some
of the relevant endpoints have not been measured, patients have not been followed for
long enough, or the design was not pragmatic. In such cases it may be possible to adjust
or supplement the data by modelling.
Ad hoc synthesis of effectiveness data from several sources, including expert opinion, is
justifiable when no relevant well controlled clinical studies have been performed.24 In
many cases the economic evaluation may be based on a previously published clinical
trial or systematic overview. In such a case it would be sufficient to provide a brief
summary, addressing the points in the guidelines, and to refer the reader to the published
source.
(5) BENEFIT MEASUREMENT AND VALUATION
•

The primary outcome measure(s) for the economic evaluation should be clearly
stated — for example, cases detected, life years, quality adjusted life years
(QALYs), willingness to pay.
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•

If health benefits have been valued details should be given of the methods
used — for example, time trade off, standard gamble, contingent valuation —
and the subjects from whom valuations were obtained — for example, patients,
members of the general public, health care professionals.

•

If changes in productivity (indirect benefits) are included they should be reported
separately and their relevance to the study question discussed.

In cost effectiveness analysis benefits are usually measured in natural units. For programmes whose main effect is to extend life the usual measure is life years gained.
When the main effect is on quality of life a disease specific or generic quality of life
index might be used.
Sometimes the benefit measure may be an intermediate marker rather than a final outcome. For example, in comparing programmes for preventing coronary heart disease
reductions in blood pressure might be used. Similarly, if two antenatal screening programmes are being compared cases detected might be chosen. Such intermediate
endpoints need to be justified, however, as they may be poor surrogates for final outcomes.
Only a single measure can be used in the calculation of a given cost effectiveness
ratio. It cannot reflect the effects of a particular intervention on both quantity and
quality of life; nor can more than one aspect of quality of life be expressed. This
restriction is the main limitation of cost effectiveness analysis, as other important benefits may be overlooked. Nevertheless, several cost effectiveness ratios could be calculated relating to different outcomes — but this may lead to problems of interpretation. Authors using cost effectiveness analysis should explain why they have chosen
a particular outcome measure for calculation of the ratio and reassure the reader that
important outcomes are not being overlooked.
In cost-utility analysis the outcome is healthy years. Quality adjusted life years measure healthy years by combining data on the life years gained by programmes with a
value (usually obtained from samples of patients or the population in general) reflecting the quality of those years. Two years of life in a health state judged to be halfway
between death and full health would be equivalent to one year in full health.
Incremental health gain is given by the difference in quality adjusted life years produced by one intervention as compared to another.
Rather than obtaining valuations for each health state and then multiplying by the
time spent in each, the use of healthy years equivalents requires a scenario of a specified sequence of health states and their duration. Respondents are asked how many
healthy years of life this scenario is equivalent to — hence the term “healthy years
equivalents.”
Most methods of measuring quality adjusted life years and healthy years equivalents
are based on the notion of sacrifice. In economics something is not of value unless
one is prepared to give up something else in order to get it. For example, using a
time trade off a respondent is asked how many years of life in a health state he or she
would be prepared to give up to be in full health. Using a “standard gamble” the
respondent is asked to choose between a certain health state and a gamble with two
possible outcomes (one worse and the other better than the health state being valued).
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Estimates obtained by time trade off methods reflect respondents’ attitudes to time as
well as their attitudes to the health state being valued. Likewise, estimates obtained by
standard gamble methods reflect respondents’ attitudes to risk as well as their attitudes
to the health state being valued. Economists are still debating which approach is most
desirable.

Manuscript management flow diagram and
checklists for editors
See page 43

Another cheaper approach is to include in the clinical trial a generic health state preference instrument, such as the EuroQoL (EQ5D) 25 or McMaster health utilities index.26
The responses from patients to a simple questionnaire can then be expressed as a health
state preference value by reference to pre-scaled responses (obtained by standard gamble
or time trade oft) from a relevant reference group.
Values can be provided by the population at large or by a sample of patients with the
condition for which the treatment is being evaluated. The choice depends on the perspective of the study. If the issue is allocating resources between competing programmes the former might be used; if it is deciding the best way to treat a given condition the latter might be used. In reporting their results authors should explain why a particular source of values has been used.
In cost-benefit analysis the benefits of health care are traditionally valued in money
terms by using either the human capital approach or the willingness to pay approach.
The former values a health improvement on the basis of future productive worth to society from being able to return to work. Values have to be imputed for activities such as
homemaking, so the human capital approach suffers from problems of how to value
health improvements for retired and unemployed people.27 This fairly narrow view of
the value of improved health is rarely used nowadays.
Debate continues about whether productivity gains from improved health (“indirect benefits”) should be included alongside other measures of the value of improved health.
Some analysts argue it introduces inequalities between those interventions that are
aimed at individuals who could potentially return to productive activity return to productive activity and those that are not. Other researchers are concerned about the potential
for double counting if indirect benefits are calculated alongside another method of valuing improved health. Finally, some researchers are concerned about the standard
method of measuring productivity gains, which values work days lost by gross earnings.
Koopmanschap et al have proposed an approach for measuring productivity changes,
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called the friction cost method, which recognises that the amount of production lost
due to disease depends on the time an organisation needs to restore the initial production level.28 Whatever estimation method is used, indirect benefits should be reported
separately so that readers can decide whether or not they should be included in the
overall result of the study.
The other approach values health improvement (or types of health care) on the basis
of people’s willingness to pay for them — usually associated with individuals’ ability
to pay. If diseases affect rich and poor in different proportions, and if richer people
tend to have different preferences from poor people, then treatment of diseases of the
rich may appear to be “valued” more highly. A willingness to pay value will, to an
extent, reflect ability to pay as well as strength of preference. It is the latter (strength
of preference) which reflects “values,” so when using willingness to pay a check is
needed for its association with income and social class.
Willingness to pay has advantages over techniques like quality adjusted life years
since the latter focuses on valuation of health gains only, while willingness to pay
permits respondents to take into account other factors (such as the value they attach to
the process of care). In some cases health gain is not even an issue. For example,
two different ways of screening may simply provide information in different ways
from those screened,29 and respondents will still have preferences which can be
assessed by use of willingness to pay. Also, in some situations individuals other than
the patient may be willing to pay for improved health — for example, in the case of
communicable diseases.
(6) COSTING
•

Quantities of resources should be reported separately from the prices (unit costs)
of those resources.

•

Methods for the estimation of both quantities and prices (unit costs) should be
given.

•

The currency and price date should be recorded and details of any adjustment for
inflation, or currency conversion, given.

Costing involves estimating the resources used — for example, days in hospital —
and their prices (unit costs). These estimates must be reported separately to help the
reader judge their relevance to his or her setting. When there are many cost items
reporting should concentrate on the main costs.
When economic evaluations are undertaken alongside clinical trials data on physical
quantities may be gathered as part of the trial. The interpretation of resource use
resulting from the trial protocol may, however, prove difficult. One view is that
everything done to a patient during a clinical trial could potentially influence outcome, so the costs of all procedures should be included. On the other hand, procedures such as clinic visits solely for data collection would not take place in regular
clinical care and may seem unlikely to affect outcome. Authors should consider
whether the procedures followed in the trial are typical of normal clinical practice and
should justify any adjustments they make to the actual observed resource use.
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Outside the context of a trial, estimates of resource quantities should be based on data
on real patients, collected either prospectively or retrospectively from medical records.
The use of physician “expert panels” to estimate resource quantities, while common,
runs the risk that respondents may give inaccurate estimates or specify the resources
required for ideal care, rather than that provided in practice.
Prices of resources can be obtained from the finance departments of particular institutions or from national statistics, but charges (or fees) can differ from real costs. The
authors of studies should comment on the extent to which the use of charges may bias
their estimates.
Guidelines on economic appraisal rarely discuss in detail whether the interventions
being compared should be costed at marginal or average cost. Marginal costs are the
additional costs of changes in the production of a service. Some authors claim the superiority of marginal costing over average costing, but this choice can be related to context
and timeframe. In the short run few costs may be variable if a change in treatment is
introduced, whereas over longer periods all resources, including buildings, can be
switched to other uses.
Thus if the study relates to a decision of a hospital manager the short run marginal costs
of the various options in his or her hospital may be the relevant costs in the current
budget period. If the decision relates to a matter of national policy, however, average
costs may be more appropriate as these reflect the true variable costs when many services are provided in a large number of facilities across the country.
Finally, the dates of both the estimates of resource quantities and prices should be
recorded, along with details of any adjustments to a more recent price level. Also, attention should be paid to the generalisation of cost estimates, since relative prices and the
opportunities to redeploy resources may differ from place to place.30 Currency conversions should, when possible, be based on real purchasing power, rather than financial
exchange rates, which fluctuate according to money market changes.31 32
(7) MODELLING
•

Details should be given of any modelling used in the economic study — for
example, decision tree model, epidemiology model, regression model.

•

Justification should be given of the choice of the model and the key parameters.

Modelling techniques enable an evaluation to be extended beyond what has been
observed in a single set of direct observations. The model will necessarily be simplified,
and the extent to which the simplification is appropriate will be a matter of judgment.
Modelling may involve explicit and recognised statistical or mathematical techniques. It
may, however, simply bring together data from a variety of sources into a formal prespecified conceptual framework, such as a decision analysis model incorporating best
available evidence from a wide variety of sources. It may be “what if” modelling,
exploring what values for particular uncertain parameters would be needed for a treatment to be cost effective.
Modelling may be required (a) to extrapolate the progression of clinical outcomes (such
as survival) beyond that observed in a trial — for example, the progression of disease in
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patients with asymptomatic AIDS33; (b) to transform final outcomes from intermediate
measures — for example, survival and coronary heart disease events from cholesterol
concentrations34 ; (c) to examine the relation between inputs and outputs in production
function models to estimate or apportion resource use — for example, in a cost analysis of neonatal intensive care35; (d) to use data from a variety of sources to undertake a
decision analysis — for example, of screening options for prostate cancer36; (e) to use
evidence from trials, or systematic reviews of trials, to reflect what might happen in a
different clinical setting or population — for example, treatments for respiratory distress syndrome in preterm infants.37
The key requirements are that the modelling should be explicit and clear. The authors
should explain which of the reported variables/parameters have been modelled rather
than directly observed in a particular sample; what additional variables have been
included or excluded; what statistical relations have been assumed or derived; and
what evidence supports these assumptions or derivations.
All this information may not be included in the published paper, but it should be
available to the reviewer. The overall aim of published reports should be to ensure
transparency so that the importance and applicability of the methods can be clearly
judged (see section 9).
Analysis and interpretation of results (8) ADJUSTMENTS FOR TIMING OF
COSTS AND BENEFITS
•

The time horizon over which costs and benefits are considered should be given.

•

The discount rate(s) should be given and the choice of rate(s) justified.

•

If costs or benefits are not discounted an explanation should be given.

The time horizon should be long enough to capture all the differential effects of the
options. It should often extend to the whole life of the treated individuals and even to
future generations. If the time horizon is shortened for practical reasons this decision
should be justified and an estimate made of any possible bias introduced. Justifying a
short time horizon on the grounds of the duration of the available empirical evidence
may be fallacious.38 If the relevant horizon for the decision is long term additional
assumptions may need to be made.
In health care there is a still debate on discounting. 39 40 Most analysts agree that costs
should be discounted in any study having a time horizon longer than one year. At
present most recommendations seem to vary between 3 and 6%, and a common rate
in the literature is 5% per year. Certainly the analyst should use the government recommended rate, probably as the baseline value, and provide a sensitivity analysis
with other discount rates. It is also helpful to provide the undiscounted data to allow
the reader to recalculate the results using any discount rate.
Most analysts argue that health benefits should be discounted at the same rate as costs
in the baseline analysis, even if they are expressed in non-monetary units, such as life
years or quality adjusted life years. A zero discount rate — or one lower than that
used for costs — can be introduced in the sensitivity analysis. A lower rate is advocated so as not to penalise preventive programmes and also because the results of
some studies seem to suggest it.39
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However, there is no a priori economic reason to favour preventive programmes and the
comparisons may be between them. Imagine two programmes having the same discounted costs and the same total (undiscounted) amount of benefits, say 100 life years,
but programme A obtains these benefits between years 2 and 3 and programme B
between years 52 and 53. Not discounting health benefits would result in both programmes having the same cost effectiveness ratio, which seems absurd. Moreover, if
the absolute benefits of programme B were 100 years and 1 day, it would be preferred
— again absurdly.
It is doubtful if there is enough empirical evidence on which to base a decision on the
appropriate discount rate. Moreover, if the empirical argument is accepted it should also
be applied to the discounting of costs. In favour of a single discount rate for costs and
benefits are, firstly, consistency between cost effectiveness and cost-benefit analysis and,
secondly, the idea that it is always possible to transform wealth (resources) into health at
any point in time. Then, if resources are discounted, why should health not be
discounted?
Given the current debates about discounting, the main emphasis should be on transparency in reporting the methods used.
(9) ALLOWANCE FOR UNCERTAINTY
•

When stochastic data are reported details should be given of the statistical tests
performed and the confidence intervals around the main variables.

•

When a sensitivity analysis is performed details should be given of the approach
used — for example, multivariate, univariate, threshold analysis — and justification given for the choice of variables for sensitivity analysis and the ranges over
which they are varied.

A recent review suggested that one in four published economic evaluations failed to
consider uncertainty at all, and only one in eight handled it well. Without proper consideration of uncertainty the reader may be unable to judge whether conclusions are
meaningful and robust.41
At least three broad types of uncertainty are recognised.42
Uncertainty relating to observed data inputs — When observed data have been sampled
from an appropriate population standard statistical methods should be used. Typically,
confidence intervals might be presented. When both costs and effects have been derived
from a single set of individual patient data a stochastic approach may be used to the
presentation of the confidence intervals surrounding the cost effectiveness ratio.43 44 45
When data come from a sample attention should also be given to sample size and power.
In many studies alongside clinical trials sample size may have been determined entirely
by clinical endpoints. In some cases a subsample is assumed to be adequate for collecting data on resource use, but in many cases the variability in resource use data is greater
than for clinical parameters, and the distribution of values is often non-normal.
Attention must be paid to whether sample sizes are adequate for the economic analyses.
Ideally power calculations should be presented.
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Uncertainty relating to extrapolation — When data have been extrapolated or modelled (see section 7) the uncertainty inherent in that process is best handled by appropriate sensitivity analysis.
Uncertainty relating to analytical methods — Uncertainties may stem from the existence of alternative analytical methods. Some issues will be avoided by an explicit
statement of the approach to be adopted, but others may be usefully handled by using
sensitivity analysis — for example, to present results for different discount rates, or
with and without indirect costs.
Except for sampled data, uncertainty is usually handled using some form of sensitivity analysis. Simple sensitivity analysis (one way or multi-way), threshold analysis,
analysis of extremes, and probabilistic sensitivity analysis may each be appropriate in
particular circumstances.42 The ranges of values tested need to be justified and ideally
should be based on evidence or logic.
Authors and reviewers should pay particular attention to whether the important question is the precision of the quantitative results or the robustness of the conclusions
drawn from them. Firm conclusions may be shown to hold despite considerable
uncertainty; on the other hand, relatively tight estimates of parameters may still leave
substantial uncertainty about the policy implications of the study.
(10) PRESENTATION OF RESULTS
•

An incremental analysis — for example, incremental cost per life year gained —
should be reported, comparing the relevant alternatives.

•

Major outcomes — for example, impact on quality of life — should be presented
in a disaggregated as well as aggregated form.

•

Any comparisons with other health care interventions — for example, in terms of
relative cost effectiveness — should be made only when close similarity in study
methods and settings can be demonstrated.

•

The answer to the original study question should be given; any conclusions
should follow clearly from the data reported and should be accompanied by
appropriate qualifications or reservations.

The main emphasis in the reporting of study results should be on transparency. The
main components of cost and benefit — for example, direct costs, indirect costs, life
years gained, improvements in quality of life — should be reported in a disaggregated
form before being combined in a single index or ratio.
The results of economic evaluations are usually presented as a summary index such
as a cost effectiveness or cost-utility ratio. When two or more interventions are being
compared in a given study, the relevant ratio is the one that relates the additional (or
incremental) benefits to the additional costs. Reporting disaggregated data allows the
reader to calculate other ratios that he or she sees fit.
Beyond the individual study the reporting and interpretation of cost effectiveness
ratios need to be handled with care. For example, authors often compare the cost
effectiveness ratios generated in their own study with those for other interventions
evaluated in previous studies in “league tables,” where rankings are produced, rang-
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ing from the intervention with the lowest cost per life year (or cost per quality adjusted
life year) gained to the one with the highest.

Referees’ checklist (also to be used, implicitly, by authors)
Item

Yes

No

Not Clear

Not Appropriate

Study design: (1) The research question is stated (2) The economic importance of the
research question is stated (3) The viewpoint(s) of the analysis are clearly stated and justified (4) The rationale for choosing the alternative programmes or interventions compared is stated (5) The alternatives being compared are clearly described (6) The form of
economic evaluation used is stated (7) The choice of form of economic evaluation is justified in relation to the questions addressed
Data collection: (8) The source(s) of effectiveness estimates used are stated (9) Details
of the design and results of effectiveness study are given (if based on a single study)
(10) Details of the method of synthesis or meta-analysis of estimates are given (if based
on an overview of a number of effectiveness studies) (11) The primary outcome measure(s) for the economic evaluation are clearly stated (12) Methods to value health states
and other benefits are stated (13) Details of the subjects from whom valuations were
obtained are given (14) Productivity changes (if included) are reported separately (15)
The relevance of productivity changes to the study question is discussed (6) Quantities
of resources are reported separately from their unit costs (17) Methods for the estimation
of quantities and unit costs are described (18) Currency and price data are recorded (19)
Details of currency of price adjustments for inflation or currency conversion are given
(20) Details of any model used are given (21) The choice of model used and the key
parameters on which it is based are justified

Analysis and interpretation of results
(22)
(23)
(24)
(25)
(26)
(27)
(28)
(29)
(30)
(31)
(32)
(33)
(34)
(35)

Time horizon of costs and benefits is stated
The discount rate(s) is stated
The choice of rate(s) is justified
An explanation is given if costs or benefits are not discounted
Details of statistical tests and confidence intervals are given for stochastic data
The approach to sensitivity analysis is given
The choice of variables for sensitivity analysis is justified
The ranges over which the variables are varied are stated
Relevant alternatives are compared
Incremental analysis is reported
Major outcomes are presented in a dissaggregated as well as aggregated form
The answer to the study question is given
Conclusions follow from the data reported
Conclusions are accompanied by the appropriate caveats
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Two sets of objections may be raised to such rankings. Firstly, different studies may
have used different methods. Differences in cost per quality adjusted life year could
arise from differences in methodological approach, rather than real differences in the
interventions themselves.46 Secondly, a simplistic interpretation of league tables may
be misleading. For example, each cost effectiveness or cost-utility ratio in the league
would have been generated by reference to a comparison programme. In some cases
this would have been doing nothing; in others it would have been current care. The
incremental ratio will therefore vary in relation to the comparison chosen, which may
not itself be an efficient intervention.
Birch and Gafni argue that, in deciding whether or not to adopt a particular intervention, the decision maker needs to assess the opportunity cost for the health care budget.47 Whether or not the total health care budget should grow is a question for costbenefit analysis, not cost effectiveness or cost-utility analysis. On the other hand,
Johannesson argues that cost effectiveness analysis is best viewed as a subset of cost
benefit analysis and that, to interpret and use cost effectiveness analysis as a tool to
maximise the health effects for one specified real world budget, would be inconsistent
with a societal perspective and likely to lead to major problems of suboptimisation.48

Editors’ short checklist and partial evaluation checklist
Item
Short checklist
(1) Is the research question stated?
(2) Are the source(s) of effectiveness
estimates used clearly stated?
(3) Are the primary outcome measure(s)
clearly stated?
(4) Are the methods for the estimation of
quantities and unit costs described?
Partial evaluation checklist
(1) Is the question important?
(2) Is the economic importance of the
question stated?
(3) Is the topic of interest to the BMJ?
(4) Is there enough economic detail to
allow peer review?
(5) If the economic content is sound
would we want to publish it?
(6) Is there a reasonable chance that the
economic content is sound?

Yes

No

Not Clear

Not Appropriate
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In practice, the answer may lie in the way the results of economic evaluations are interpreted. Published data are inevitably specific to a context and will need some reinterpretation by decision makers in other settings. Transparency in reporting can help decision makers generalise results from one setting to another.
Finally, apart from being modest about the generalisability of their results, authors
should ensure that their analysis is relatively conservative. Sensitivity analysis plays an
important part here, and enough results should be presented to enable the reader to
assess the robustness of the study conclusions.
Evaluating the guidelines
We intend to evaluate the guidelines. The options are still under discussion, but the
evaluation will probably focus on four questions:
(1)

Do the guidelines help BMJ editors filter out unpublishable economic studies
at an early stage? This has two components: (a) distinguishing full economic
evaluations from other types of economic submissions and (b) avoiding wasting time refereeing papers that are fundamentally flawed. This question
could be answered by undertaking a study of economic submissions before
and after the publication of the guidelines.

(2)

How satisfied are editors, reviewers, and authors with their respective checklists? This question could be answered by assessing the checklists with a
questionnaire.

(3)

Do the guidelines improve the quality of referees’ reports on economic evaluations? This question could be answered by a prospective study to compare
reports from reviewers who had and had not been asked to apply the referees’
checklist.

(4)

Do the guidelines improve the quality of the economic evaluations that are
eventually published? This is probably the most difficult question to answer,
since it requires a view to be taken about the methodological principles of
economic evaluation. However, the evaluation might focus on the transparency of reporting of results, since the main objective of the guidelines is to
improve this. Again, a prospective evaluation would be required, comparing
the version of economic evaluations submitted to the BMJ with the version
eventually published. We forsee two practical problems with this component
of the evaluation. Firstly, the BMJ currently receives only a limited number
of full economic evaluations, so a prospective study might take some time.
Secondly, it will be difficult to separate out the distinctive contribution of the
guidelines from the benefits of the peer review process more generally.
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ABSTRACT
OBJECTIVES: Mathematical modeling is used widely in economic evaluations of pharmaceuticals and
other health care technologies. Users of models in government and the private sector need to be able to
evaluate the quality of models according to scientific criteria of good practice. This report describes the
consensus of a task force convened to provide modelers with guidelines for conducting and reporting
modeling studies.
METHODS: The task force was appointed with the advice and consent of the Board of Directors of
ISPOR. Members were experienced developers or users of models, worked in academia and industry,
and came from several countries in North America and Europe. The task force met on three occasions,
conducted frequent correspondence and exchanges of drafts by electronic mail, and solicited comments
on three drafts from a core group of external reviewers and more broadly from the membership of ISPOR.
RESULTS: Criteria for assessing the quality of models fell into three areas: model structure, data used
as inputs to models, and model validation. Several major themes cut across these areas. Models and
their results should be represented as aids to decision making, not as statements of scientific fact;
therefore, it is inappropriate to demand that models be validated prospectively prior to use. However,
model assumptions regarding causal structure and parameter estimates should be continually assessed
against data, and models revised accordingly. Structural assumptions and parameter estimates should
be reported clearly and explicitly, and opportunities for users to appreciate the conditional relationship
between inputs and outputs should be provided through sensitivity analyses.
CONCLUSIONS: Model-based evaluations are a valuable resource for health-care decision makers. It is
the responsibility of model developers to conduct modeling studies according to the best practicable
standards of quality and to communicate results with adequate disclosure of assumptions and with the
caveat that conclusions are conditional upon the assumptions and data upon which the model is built.
INTRODUCTION
Mathematical modeling is used widely in economic evaluations of pharmaceuticals and other health care
technologies. The purpose of modeling is to structure evidence on clinical and economic outcomes in a
form that can help to inform decisions about clinical practices and health-care resource allocations.

2

Models synthesize evidence on health consequences and costs from many different sources, including
data from clinical trials, observational studies, insurance claim databases, case registries, public health
statistics, and preference surveys. A model is a logical mathematical framework that permits the
integration of facts and values, and that links these data to outcomes that are of interest to health-care
decision makers. For decisions about resource allocation, the end result of a model is often an estimate
of cost per quality-adjusted life year (QALY) gained or other measure of value-for-money.
Although evidence from randomized clinical trials (RCTs) remains central to efficacy testing, taken alone it
can be misleading if endpoints are not translated into measures that are valued by patients, providers,
insurers, and the general public. For example, suppose that an RCT demonstrates that a treatment
reduces the risk of a rare sequela of a chronic disease by 50%. Further, suppose that another trial shows
that a different treatment reduces the risk of a different, more common, sequela by 10%. The latter
intervention may well be more effective, and cost-effective, than the former, but a simple comparison of
the trial results would not suffice. However, a model could be helpful in revealing that fact to decision
makers. The comparison between the two interventions would depend on a synthesis of evidence on the
incidence of the sequelae in the target population, the relative risk reductions offered by treatment,
survival and quality of life with and without the sequelae, and the costs of the interventions and the
medical care required to diagnose and treat the sequelae.
The value of a model lies not only in the results it generates, but also in its ability to reveal the logical
connection between inputs (i.e., data and assumptions) and outputs in the form of valued consequences
and costs. For this reason, a model should not be a “black box” for the end-user but be as transparent as
possible, so that the logic behind its results can be grasped at an intuitive level. Also for this reason,
model results should never be presented as point estimates, or as unconditional claims of effectiveness
or cost. Instead, the outputs of models should be represented as conditional upon the input data and
assumptions, and they should include extensive sensitivity analysis to explore the effects of alternative
data and assumptions on the results.
The purpose of this document is to state a consensus position of the ISPOR Task Force on Good
Research Practices – Modeling Studies. Like models themselves, this position represents the best
judgment of the Task Force at this time, and is subject to change as new technologies for modeling
emerge, through advances in computing and analysis, and as fundamentally new dimensions of health
care technology and the environment, such as genomic or microbial resistance to drugs, become more
pervasive.
TASK FORCE PROCESS
The Chair of the ISPOR Task Force on Good Research Practices -- Modeling Studies, Milton C.
Weinstein, was appointed in 2000 by the Chairman of the ISPOR Health Sciences Committee, Bryan R.
Luce. The members of the Task Force were invited to participate by the Chair, with advice and consent
from the ISPOR Board of Directors. We sought individuals who were experienced as developers or users
of pharmacoeconomic models, who were recognized as scientific leaders in the field, who worked in
academia, industry, and as advisors to governments, and who came from several countries. A reference
group of ISPOR members was also identified as individuals from whom comments would be sought. The
Task Force held its first meeting at the Annual North American Scientific Meeting of ISPOR in Arlington,
Virginia, May 2000. The Task Force utilized electronic mail to exchange outlines and ideas during the
subsequent months. A draft report was prepared by the Chair, and circulated to the Task Force members
for revision and additional comment. The revised draft was circulated to the reference group, and after
receiving their comments, another draft was prepared. A summary of this draft was presented at a
plenary session of the Annual North American Scientific Meeting of ISPOR in Arlington, Virginia, May
2001. Comments from the audience were incorporated into a newly revised draft, which was posted on
the ISPOR web site for general comment. The next draft was presented at the Annual European
Scientific Meeting of ISPOR in Cannes, France, November, 2001, and a revised draft was posted for
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further comment on the ISPOR website. This report reflects the input from all of these sources of
comment.
Model Defined
The National Research Council, in its report on the uses of microsimulation modeling for social policy,
offered this definition of a simulation model: “… a replicable, objective sequence of computations used
for generating estimates of quantities of concern…[1].” We define a health-care evaluation model as an
analytic methodology that accounts for events over time and across populations, that is based on data
drawn from primary and/or secondary sources, and whose purpose is to estimate the effects of an
intervention on valued health consequences and costs.
As part of our working definition, we assume that cost-effectiveness models are meant to be aids to
decision making. This means that their purpose is not to make unconditional claims about the
consequences of interventions, but to reveal the relation between assumptions and outcomes. These
assumptions include structural assumptions about causal linkages between variables; quantitative
parameters such as disease incidence and prevalence, treatment efficacy and effectiveness, survival
rates, health-state utilities, utilization rates, and unit costs; and value judgments such as the nature of the
consequences that are valued by decision makers. A good study based on a model makes all of these
assumptions explicit and transparent, and states its conclusions conditionally upon them.
Model Evaluation
Models should be used only after careful testing to ensure that the mathematical calculations are
accurate and consistent with the specifications of the model (internal validity), to ensure that their inputs
and outputs are consistent with available data (calibration), and to ensure that their results make sense
and can be explained at an intuitive level (face validity). To the extent that different models of the same
decision come to different conclusions, modelers should also be expected to explain the sources of the
differences (cross-validation). The description of the model should be sufficiently detailed that the model
can be replicated mathematically.
Tests of predictive validity – the ability of the model to make accurate predictions of future events -- are
valuable, but not absolutely essential. Since future events convey information that is not available at the
time the model is developed and calibrated, a model should not be criticized for failing to predict the
future. However, a good model should be susceptible to recalibration or respecification to adapt to new
evidence as it becomes available. The criterion for determining whether, and to what degree, tests of
predictive validity are required prior to model use depends on the benefits in terms of improving the model
for decision making, and the costs of delaying the flow of information while obtaining the additional data
[2].
ASSESSING THE QUALITY OF MODELS
The remainder of this statement describes the consensus of the Task Force regarding the attributes that
define a good health-care decision model. We borrow heavily from several excellent papers that propose
criteria for assessing the quality of models [3-6]. The attributes are organized under the major headings
of structure, data, and validation.
Structure
1. The model should be structured so that its inputs and outputs are relevant to the decision-making
perspective of the economic evaluation. Both costs and health consequences should reflect the
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chosen decision-making perspective. For example, if the study is meant to assist decision
makers in allocating resources across a broad range of health interventions at the societal level,
then the outputs of the model should be broadly applicable, and important costs and
consequences for all members of the affected population should be included. If a perspective
narrower than societal is used, then the report should discuss, at least qualitatively, the
implications of broadening the perspective to the societal perspective.
2. The structure of the model should be consistent both with a coherent theory of the health
condition being modeled and with available evidence regarding causal linkages between
variables. This does not mean that all causal linkages must have been proven, as is commonly
understood in tests of hypotheses by showing that the effect size is statistically significant at a
generally accepted level of significance (e.g., p < .05). Instead, it does mean that the linkages
assumed are not contradicted by available evidence and are consistent with widely accepted
theories.
3. If evidence regarding structural assumptions is incomplete, and there is no universally accepted
theory of disease process, then the limitations of the evidence supporting the chosen model
structure should be acknowledged. If possible, sensitivity analyses using alternative model
structures – for example, using alternative surrogate markers or intermediate variables -- should
be performed.
Items 4-8 relate to state-transition (or compartmental, or Markov) models:
4. Health states may be defined to correspond either to the underlying disease process, which may
be unobserved or unobservable, or to observed health status, or to a combination of both. For
example, screening models may define health states based on underlying pathology, or on
clinical status, or both. However, care should be taken to avoid structural bias when interventions
modify both the underlying disease and the clinical presentation, as, for example, in models of
cancer screening where cases of detected cancer may have different prognoses depending on
the method or frequency of screening. In general, structural bias is avoided by modeling
underlying disease states, and then by calibrating outputs to data on observed clinical status.
5. When transition rates or probabilities depend on events or states that may have been
experienced in prior time periods, this dependence, or “memory”, should be reflected in the
model. This may be done either by incorporating clinical or treatment history in the definition of
health states, or by including history as a covariate in specifying the transition probabilities.
6. States should not be omitted because of lack of data. Examples might be chronic health states
corresponding to uncommon adverse events, or disease sequelae that are not observed within
clinical trials. However, inclusion of a health state should be based on evidence consistent with
recommendation # 2 above.
7. Reasons to include additional subdivisions of health states may be based on their clinical
importance, their relation to mortality, their relation to quality of life or patient preferences, their
relation to resource costs, or any combination. Disease states that may not be considered
clinically important may well be important to include separately in the model for these other
reasons. Conversely, health states that are regarded as having clinical importance may be
included to enhance face validity, even if they do not materially affect the model’s results.
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8. The cycle length of the model should be short enough so that multiple changes in pathology,
symptoms, treatment decisions, or costs within a single cycle are unlikely. The choice of cycle
length should be justified.
9. The structure of the model should be as simple as possible, while capturing underlying essentials
of the disease process and interventions. It is not necessary to model the full complexity of a
disease if the decision can be informed by a more aggregated structure, in terms of disease
states or population subgroups. If simplifications are made, these should be justified on grounds
that they would be unlikely to materially affect the results of the analysis. Sometimes a structural
sensitivity analysis that uses a less aggregated model can provide reassurance that the
simplifications do not materially affect the results.
10. Options and strategies should not be strictly limited by the availability of direct evidence from
clinical trials. Neither should the range of modeled options and strategies be limited by currently
accepted clinical practice. There should be a balance between including a broad range of
feasible options and the need to keep the model manageable, interpretable, and evidence-based.
11. While the structure of the model should reflect the essential features of the disease and its
interventions irrespective of data availability, it is expected that data availability may affect
choices regarding model structure. For example, if a particular staging system has been used
most frequently in clinical studies, then health states might well be defined according to that
staging system even if other staging systems perform better in terms of predicting outcomes or in
terms of differentiating quality of life and cost.
12. Failure to account for heterogeneity within the modeled population can lead to errors in model
results. When appropriate, modeled populations should be disaggregated according to strata that
have different event probabilities, quality of life, and costs. This is particularly important when
recurrent event rates over time are correlated within subpopulations that have different event
rates, since failure to do so can lead to biased estimates of long-term outcomes.
13. The time horizon of the model should be long enough to reflect important and valued differences
between the long-run consequences and costs of alternative options and strategies. Lifetime
horizons are appropriate for many models, and are almost always required for models in which
options have different time-varying survival rates. Shorter horizons may be justified if survival
and long-term chronic sequelae do not differ among options, or based on an understanding of the
disease process and the effect of interventions. In any case, the lack of long-term follow-up data
should not be used as a rationale for failing to extend the time horizon as long as is relevant to
the decision under analysis.
Data
Our recommendations on data inputs to models are grouped into three categories: data identification,
data modeling, and data incorporation.
Data Identification
1.

A model should not be faulted because existing data fall short of ideal standards of
scientific rigor. Decisions will be made, with or without the model. To reject the model
because of incomplete evidence would imply that a decision with neither the data nor the
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model is better than a decision with the model but without the data. With the model, the
available evidence can be used in a logical way to inform the decision; without the model,
an opportunity to utilize the available evidence within the logical framework will have
been forgone.
2.

Systematic reviews of the literature should be conducted on key model inputs. Evidence
that such reviews have been done, or a justification for failing to do so based on the
adequacy and generalizability of readily obtained data, should accompany the model.

3.

Ranges (i.e., upper and lower bounds) should accompany base-case estimates of all
input parameters for which sensitivity analyses are performed. The choice of parameters
for sensitivity analysis is a matter of judgment by the analyst, but failure to perform
sensitivity analysis on a parameter whose value could be disputed leaves the conclusions
open to question.

4.

Specification of probability distributions for input parameters based on sampling
uncertainty and/or between-study variations may be incorporated into formal probabilistic
sensitivity analysis. This is not always necessary or cost-effective, however. For
purposes of assessing input distributions, the preferred methodology is to use posterior
distributions obtained from formal meta-analyses and Bayesian analysis, but practical
considerations may lead to the use of expert judgment (see item 7 below).

5.

If known data sources are excluded from consideration in estimating parameters, the
exclusion should be justified.

6.

Data sources and results should not be rejected solely because they do not reach
generally accepted probability thresholds defining “statistical significance” (e.g., p > .05).
All evidence, even if insufficient to rule out randomness as a cause, may be legitimately
incorporated into models. This is subject to the proviso that uncertainty about the
estimates is disclosed and tested in sensitivity analyses, and that conclusions are clearly
framed as conditional upon the input estimates used.

7.

Expert opinion is a legitimate method for assessing parameters, provided either that
these parameters are shown not to affect the results importantly, or that a sensitivity
analysis is reported on these parameters with a clear statement that results are
conditional upon this (these) subjective estimate(s). If expert opinion is elicited, and the
results are sensitive to the elicitations, then the process of elicitation should be disclosed
in detail. Expert estimates derived from formal methods such as Delphi or Nominal
Group techniques are preferred.

8.

A case should be made that reasonable opportunities to obtain new additional data prior
to modeling have been considered. “Reasonable” in this context means that the cost and
delay inherent in obtaining the data are justified by the expected value of the new
information in the analysis. While formal methods of assessing value of information exist,
it is sufficient to give a heuristic argument as to why the current body of evidence was
optimal from the point of view of informing current decisions. This can often be
accomplished using sensitivity analysis, to show that reasonable ranges of data would
lead to qualitatively similar findings, or by arguing that the cost and delay in obtaining the
data are not worth the forgone benefits of acting on current evidence.
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Data Modeling
1.

Data modeling refers to the mathematical steps that are taken to transform empirical
observations into a form that is useful for decision modeling. Examples include:
a. The method for incorporating estimates of treatment effectiveness from clinical
trials with estimates of baseline outcomes from epidemiologic or public health
data. Effectiveness estimates may be based on either intention-to-treat or ontreatment data, depending on the objectives of the analysis. Often, an
appropriate approach is to derive estimates of relative risk (or odds ratios)
between treatment options from clinical trials, and to superimpose these on
estimates of baseline (e.g., untreated or with conventional treatment)
probabilities of survival or other endpoints from population-based sources.
b. The method for transforming interval probabilities from the literature or from a
clinical trial into an instantaneous rate, and then into a transition probability or
event probability corresponding to the time interval used in the model.
c.

The method for combining disease-specific and all-cause mortality into the
model. In general, it is acceptable to derive all-cause mortality probabilities from
national life tables, unless an alternative source can be justified. In general, it is
not necessary to correct for the fact that all-cause mortality includes diseasespecific mortality in the general population, unless the disease represents a
major cause of death in the demographic groups being modeled.

d. The method for modeling survival (e.g., as an exponential, gamma, Weibull, or
Gompertz distribution). The choice of functional form for disease-specific
mortality should be specified and justified. In general, all-cause mortality should
be modeled non-parametrically based on life table data.
e. Modeling risk factors or interventions as having an additive or multiplicative effect
on baseline probabilities or rates of disease incidence or mortality. Evidence
supporting either the additive or multiplicative form should be sought from studies
that examine the effect of the risk factor or intervention in a population stratified
by base risk.
f.

The method for combining domain-specific utilities into a multi-attribute utility
function. It is preferable to use validated health-related quality-of-life instruments
with pre-specified scoring systems based on “forced-choice” methods (standard
gamble, time tradeoff).

g. The method for transforming health status values (such as rating scales or
health-state classifications) into quality-of-life weights.
h. The method for transforming charges to costs.
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i.

The method for adjusting for inflation or purchasing power across time and
among countries. Adjustment for inflation should be based on the Consumer
Price Index (CPI), its health care components, or one or more of its
subcomponents such as medical care services or equipment. The choice
between the general CPI and its health-care component or subcomponents
depends on whether the resources being priced are better represented by the
general “market basket” in the CPI or by the health-care “market basket”. A
limitation of the health-care CPI is that it reflects not only the prices but also to
some degree the quantities of input resources used to produce health care
services. The method of choice for making adjustments across countries is to
use purchasing power parity. However, a simple currency conversion would be
appropriate if there is an international market for an input at a fixed price.

j.

The method for discounting costs and health effects to present value.

2.

Data modeling assumptions should be disclosed and supported by evidence of their
general acceptance and, preferably, of their empirical validity. Key steps taken in
developing the model should be carefully documented and recorded. Model
credibility may be enhanced by showing how a model was conceived, for example,
prior to or during a phase III or IV clinical trial, and how its structure and data inputs
evolved in light of new evidence (e.g., after completion of a clinical trial) in response
to subsequent discussions with clinical, regulatory, and policy experts.

3.

When alternative, but equally defensible, data modeling approaches may lead to
materially different results, sensitivity analyses should be performed to assess the
implications of these alternatives. For example, if a model predicts smaller gains in
life expectancy at older ages, but the model uses a multiplicative specification of the
effect of an intervention of baseline mortality, then the alternative of an additive
model should be tested. If there is stronger empirical evidence in support of one
functional form, then that form should be the base case, and the alternative form(s)
should be tested in sensitivity analysis.

4.

Data modeling methods should follow generally accepted methods of biostatistics
and epidemiology. For modeling, meta-analysis is a valid and desirable approach,
provided that care is taken to recognize heterogeneity among data sources.
Heterogenity can be considered either by segregating estimates based on different
groupings of primary studies, or by estimating formal hierarchical models to combine
information from heterogeneous studies can do this either.

Data Incorporation
1.

Measurement units, time intervals, and population characteristics should be mutually
consistent throughout the model.

2.

Either probabilistic (Monte Carlo, first-order) simulation or deterministic (cohort) simulation is
acceptable.
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3.

If first-order, Monte Carlo simulation is used, evidence should be provided that the random
simulation error (e.g., the standard deviation of output values per run) is appreciably smaller
than the effect sizes of interest.

4.

All modeling studies should include extensive sensitivity analyses of key parameters. Either
deterministic (one-way and multi-way) or probabilistic sensitivity analyses are appropriate.

5.

When possible, sensitivity analyses within models that use Monte Carlo simulations should
use fixed random number “seeds” within each sensitivity analysis, in order to minimize
random simulation error.

6.

If cohort simulation is used, sensitivity analysis may be done using probabilistic (Monte Carlo,
second-order) simulation, using the specified probability distributions of parameter inputs. In
specifying those parameter distributions, care should be taken to ensure that
interdependence among parameters is reflected properly in the joint distribution of
parameters.

7.

When appropriate, and if the differences in quality-adjusted survival between alternatives are
less than one cycle length, the half-cycle correction should be used to adjust time-related
estimates in the model.

Validation
Our recommendations on validation of models are grouped into three categories: internal validation,
between-model validation, and external validation.
Internal Validation
1.

Models should be subjected to thorough internal testing and “debugging”. Evidence that this
has been done should be provided. This process should include using null or extreme input
values to test whether they produce the expected outputs. It may also include examination of
the program code for syntactical errors, and tests of replication using equivalent input values.

2.

Models should be calibrated against data when possible. Calibration is possible when there
exist data on both model outputs and model inputs, over the time frame being modeled.
Calibration data can come from national health statistics, such as aggregate and age-genderspecific numbers of deaths, hospitalizations, procedures, or resource costs. The calibration
data should be from sources independent of the data used to estimate input parameters in
the model. A model should not be criticized if independent calibration data do not exist.
However, a model is subject to criticism if independent data suitable for validation do exist
and either the model fails to produce outputs consistent with those data (or discrepancies
cannot be explained), or the modeler has not examined the concordance between model
outputs and such data.

3.

While the source code should generally remain the property of the modeler, reasonable
requests for copies of models with adequate user interface should be made available for peer
review purposes, under conditions of strict security and protection of property rights.
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Between-Model Validation
1. Models should be developed independently from one another, in order to permit tests of betweenmodel corroboration (convergent validity).
2. If a model’s outputs differ appreciably from published or publicly available results based on other
models, the modeler should make a serious effort to explain the discrepancies. Are the
discrepancies due to differences in model structure or input values?
3. Modelers should cooperate with other modelers in comparing results and articulating the reasons
for discrepancies. (We applaud funding agencies that support this type of collaboration, e.g., the
CISNET program of cancer modeling supported by the U.S. National Cancer Institute.)
External and Predictive Validation
Models should be based on the best evidence available at the time they are built. In areas such as HIV
and hyperlipidemia, early models assumed that health consequences are mediated by risk factors (CD4
cell counts, serum cholesterol). Subsequent data from some clinical trials have been found to be at
variance with the estimates from initial models, while others are consistent with the model assumptions.
Insights from clinical trials have led to a second generation of models in both HIV and hyperlipidemia, the
estimates from which track more closely with those of the clinical trials. In HIV, this has been
accomplished by incorporating antiretroviral drug resistance into treatment efficacy estimates and HIVRNA as a marker of disease virulence; in hyperlipidemia, this has been accomplished by modeling the
lipid fractions LDL and HDL as risk factors. Remaining discrepancies between direct empirical evidence
and model results are unexplained. Whether these relate to artifacts of clinical trial design (e.g., patient
selection, treatment crossovers) or underlying biological factors (e.g., C-reactive protein and statins,
immunological recovery and antiretroviral therapy) is still unknown. Models therefore not only capture the
understanding of the science at the time the model is constructed (at a time when there still might be
limited long-term data on new treatment), but they can also provide a basis for contrasting and
interpreting information from new studies. The ability of models to adapt to new evidence and scientific
understanding should be regarded as a strength, not as a weakness, of the modeling approach.
1.

Since models are intended as aids to current decision-making, and since their outputs should
be reported as conditional upon the input assumptions, it is not necessary that every data
estimate or structural assumption be tested in prospective studies, in advance of model use.

2.

The decision to obtain additional data to inform a model should be based on a balance
between the expected value of the additional information and the cost of the information.
a. The “expected value of information” refers to the decision-theoretic concept which values
information in terms of its expected (or average) effect on the consequences of decisions.
For example, the expected value of information would be zero for a study of a model
parameter whose prior range does not include the threshold for the choice among
decision options. Judgment concerning prior probabilities of possible study results is
inevitably part of the assessment of “expected value of information”.
b. The “cost of the information” includes the resource cost of performing an empirical study
or trial, as well as the expected forgone benefits of delaying decisions until the study or
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trial is completed. Judgment concerning prior probabilities of treatment effects is
inevitably part of the assessment of “cost of information”.
c.

3.

Recommendations for the conduct or design of research investigations to guide future
decision-making can be based on formal analysis of the value of information or on
informal interpretation of the implications of sensitivity analyses.

Models should never be regarded as complete or immutable. They should be repeatedly
updated, and sometimes abandoned and replaced, as new evidence becomes available to
inform their structure or input values. As a corollary, models that have been shown to be
inconsistent with subsequent evidence, but that have not been revised to calibrate against or
incorporate this new evidence, should be abandoned until such recalibration has been
accomplished.

CONCLUDING COMMENTS
While these guidelines represent the views of this Task Force at this time, they should not be regarded as
rigid or cast in stone. This is not a “rule book”. Different circumstances will lead to deviations from these
guidelines, depending on resources available to the modeler (time, money, and data) and on the purpose
of the model.
In our view, the most important thing to keep in mind in evaluating a health-care evaluation model is that
its outputs must not be regarded as claims about the facts or as predictions about the future. Rather, its
purpose is to synthesize evidence and assumptions in a way that allows end-users to gain insight into the
implications of those inputs for valued consequences and costs. Its outputs are always contingent on its
inputs, which is why it is so important that its inputs be as transparent and accessible as is practical.
FURTHER READING ON MODELING METHODOLOGY
The purpose of this report is not to provide an overview of modeling methodology, but rather to identify
those aspects of methodology that the Task Force regards as good research practice. We recommend
the following sources for readers who wish to acquaint themselves with the basics of modeling methods.
For an introductory textbook on decision analysis, including decision trees and Markov models, see
Hunink et al [7]. For contemporary methods of modeling in economic evaluations, including an overview
of methods for modeling survival from trial data, and an overview of deterministic and stochastic
approaches to modeling, see Kuntz and Weinstein [8]. For an overview of methods for handling
uncertainty in models, see Briggs [9], and chapter 11 of Hunink et al. [7].
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APPENDIX F - - Formulary Monograph Template
Individual Drug Review

Generic Name:

[Name]

Brand Name:

[Name]

Manufacturer:

[Text]

Date of Review:

Month Year

Reason for Review:

[Text].

TABLE OF CONTENTS:
(Click on a link below to view the section.)
Executive Summary
Recommendations
Key Questions/Issues:
Issue 1: Efficacy
Issue 2: Comparative Effectiveness
Issue 3: Safety
Issue 4: Value Proposition
Issue 5: Cost-effective Patient Subgroups
Clinical Evidence Tables
Cost-effectiveness Evidence Tables
Background
Disease Background
Pharmacotherapy
Product Background
Methodology
Authorship
References

Abbreviations used in this monograph:

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Key Questions/Issues and Results of Investigation:
Issue 1: What is the evidence of efficacy from clinical trials?
[Text. The answers to key questions should normally be no more than a paragraph of modest length. If no
evidence was found to answer a particular question, state “No evidence found.”]
Issue 2: Is there sufficient evidence to assess real world comparative effectiveness?
[Text]
Issue 3: What is the evidence of safety?
[Text].
Issue 4: What is the value proposition for this product?
[Text].
Issue 5: Are there identifiable patient subgroups in which this treatment will be most cost-effective?
[Text].

RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE COMMITTEE
[Summary of findings, key issues & conclusions, 1 or 2 short paragraphs that explain the logic
leading to your recommendations.]
Therefore, the following P&T action is recommended:

ISSUE 1: What is the evidence of efficacy from clinical trials?
[Narrative summary of evidence for efficacy.]
ISSUE 2: Is there sufficient evidence to assess real world comparative effectiveness?
[Narrative summary of evidence for comparative effectiveness.]
ISSUE 3: What is the evidence of safety?
[Narrative summary of evidence for safety.]
ISSUE 4: What is the value proposition for this product?
Summary of Product Value
[Text summary statement]
Incremental Cost-effectiveness:
[Discussion of cost-effectiveness analyses]
Table . Summary of incremental cost-effectiveness ratios found by studies included in this review.
Cost/QALY (USD)
Reference
Setting or
Disease 1
Setting or
Disease 2

ISSUE 5: Are there identifiable patient subgroups in which this treatment will be most
cost-effective?
[Discussion of patient subgroups and the evidence that would indicate improved ICER for them.
Include a description of relevant biomarkers or other companion diagnostics that would be used to
identify these target populations, and the feasibility of using these markers in routine clinical practice.]

Table . Clinical evidence summary

Ref. and
Evidence
Grade

Drug Regimens

n

Time

Demographics

Design*

End Points/Results/Comments

Abbreviations used in this table: AC =active control, CCS = case-control study, DB = double blind, PC = placebo control, PCS = prospective cohort study, PG = parallel group, MA = meta-analysis MC =
multicenter, RCS = retrospective cohort study, RCT = randomized controlled trial, XO = crossover

NNT

Table . Validation of instruments used in studies included in this review.
Name of Instrument

Abbreviation

Description

Numerical Scale

Interpretation of Values

M.I.D.*

M.I.D. = minimal important difference, usually determined by the originator or owner of the instrument. This number represents a threshold below which a numerical difference is not considered to be
linically meaningful, even if statistically significant. Differences less than this amount are usually excluded from discussions of incremental clinical effect.

Table . Cost-effectiveness evidence summary (Reviewers may change this table format to better fit the economic study methodology)
Ref. and
Sponsor

QHES
Score

Study Design and
Treatments Compared

Time Horizon and
Demographics

Model Inputs and Data
Sources

Abbreviations used in this table: LYS = life-years saved, QALY = quality-adjusted life-year, QOL = quality of life.

Results:
Base Case, Sensitivity Analysis and Limitations

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
DISEASE BACKGROUND
[Text]
Disease Burden
[Text]
Pathophysiology
[Text]
TREATMENT ALTERNATIVES
[Discussion of other existing pharmacologic alternatives or nonpharmacologic treatments that could be
used in place of the drug being reviewed. If there are no existing treatment modalities, indicate “best
supportive care” etc. and delete the next two sub-sections.]
Preferred Existing Therapy
[Discuss current treatment standards. If there is a “gold standard” treatment that is endorsed by practice
guidelines or specialty society opinion statements, reference these authorities.]
Other Therapeutic Alternatives
[Discuss other generally accepted treatment options, including ‘watchful waiting” or “best supportive
care” if these are considered appropriate. ]
PRODUCT BACKGROUND
Pharmacology
[Brief description of mechanism. If it is a novel mechanism, a longer description may be appropriate.]
Pharmacokinetics
[Text summary, if kinetics will factor significantly into the decision.]
Route of Administration:
Bioavailability:
Time to Peak:
Multiple dosing:
Clearance:

Adverse Effect Profile
[Brief text summary of known side effects and general tolerability from the package insert or other
available sources. If clinically important, include a brief table of side effects from the package insert,
listing only side effects with incidence rates significantly different from placebo.
This section is for discussion of routine side effects. Major safety issues should be discussed under Issue
3 above.]
Drug Interactions
[Text. List these from the package insert. Include a table if appropriate.]

METHODOLOGY OF THIS REVIEW
DATABASES SEARCHED:
Medline
Embase
Cochrane Controlled Trials Registry
Clinicaltrials.gov
Other: [Name]
SECONDARY SOURCES:
Cochrane Reviews Database
BCBSA TEC
NICE
Other: [Name]
SEARCH STRATEGY:
[text]
INCLUSION CRITERIA:
[text]
Search Results:
Study Type
Randomized controlled trials (RCT)
Meta-analyses of RCTs
Systematic reviews
Randomized pragmatic Trials
Prospective cohort studies
Retrospective cohort or case-control studies
Economic modeling studies
Case Series
RCT abstracts, not peer-reviewed
Other abstracts, posters, etc., not peer-reviewed

N

Articles Excluded from Evidence Synthesis:

Reason for Exclusion

REVIEW PREPARED BY
[Author’s Name(s), degrees and organization]

REFERENCES

N

APPENDIX G
Formulary Leveraged Improved Prescribing:
Tool for Guiding Critical Formulary Decision Making 1
The following questions provide an enhanced framework for formulary decision making.
They should assist committee members in evaluating claims made about new drugs
and in considering whether or not to add new drugs to a formulary. In each of the
following areas, emphasis should be placed on the quality of the available evidence and
on comparisons to therapeutic alternatives. The ultimate objective should be to evaluate
the role for a given drug in significantly improving patient outcomes. A one page short
form checklist is included at the end of this document.
Evidence of need
Is there a compelling need to add the drug to our formulary?







What is the prevalence and importance of the condition the drug is intended to treat?
What is the relevance of this drug to our population?
Are there demonstrated shortcomings of existing therapy?
Is there evidence that this drug overcomes problems in safety, efficacy, acceptability
or convenience that characterize existing therapy?
What role does this drug play in addressing this need? What are the FDA approved
indications? What other claims are being made?
What other therapeutic approaches (including non-drug) might reasonably be
pursued instead?
Is it needed for all the venues/settings for which it is being requested (e.g., for both
inpatient and outpatient formulary use)?

Efficacy
What is the evidence to support the claims for this drug?






What is the quality and strength of the evidence supporting the efficacy?
How well designed are these studies?
Are the claims (both on and off-label) being made for this drug supported by the data
presented?
How relevant is the population in the published studies to our population and
patients in whom it is likely to be used? Were patients like ours included in the
clinical trials used to gain FDA approval?
To what extent are the benefits based on surrogate measures (i.e., hemoglobin A1c,
LDL, serum sodium) rather than clinically relevant outcomes (e.g., mortality, quality
of life, stroke)?






Does the published (or unpublished) literature contain conflicting evidence about
efficacy? This is especially important given recent examples of selective publication
as well as the practice of marketing via distribution of only favorable studies.
What is the “marginal efficacy,” efficacy, above and beyond other therapeutic
alternatives?
Did the efficacy studies use proprietary or manufacturer-developed scales that may
bias the findings to give favorable results (e.g., specialized, manufacturer-developed
quality of life instruments targeted to be responsive to the effects of a particular
drug)?

Safety
What safety issues need to be considered?










Is there a potential for look-alike, sound-alike name errors raised by or reported for
this drug?
Are there safety issues surrounding the administration or preparation requirements?
What is the adequacy of the experience with the drug: what are the number and
types of patients studied? How long has the drug been used to assure a
demonstrated track record of safety (since many adverse effects only appear after 510 years of use)?
Are there any early warning signals (either in the literature, unpublished studies or
FDA reports, or theoretical concerns based on class effects) of potential safety
concerns (e.g., reports of hepatotoxicity, nephrotoxicity or drug-drug interactions)
that may be a red flag, cautioning against moving too quickly to approve the drug?
What patient monitoring, or other special precautions are needed to use the drug
safely? How difficult will it be for practitioners to comply with needed monitoring, and
how likely are they to perform adequately?
How strong is the evidence of this drug’s safety compared to other drugs in its class,
or other drugs for the same indication currently on the market? What are the
anticipated types of adverse events? How do the frequency, severity, preventability
and amelioriability of these adverse events compare across alternative drugs for this
indication?

Misuse impact potential
If placed on the formulary, what is the potential for misuse or overuse?






2

Is the drug subject to intensive marketing to either consumers or prescribers for
questionable and/or off-label indications that may lead to excessive or inappropriate
use?
Is there evidence or worry that the drug will be subject to excessive or unrealistic
patient demand and expectation? Are there concerns that direct to consumer
advertising will play a role in patient demand? Are patient advocacy groups
aggressively lobbying for the drug?
Is there uncertainty or difficulty in accurately diagnosing the condition that is the
indication for this drug, possibly leading to overuse or inappropriate use of the drug?
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Is there potential for widespread off-label usage?
Might the expansion of indications to new manufacturer-promoted syndromes play a
role in this drug’s usage and potential for overuse?
Is there experience (in our institution or published literature) with similar drugs and
situations suggesting there may be overuse of this agent?

Cost Issues
Can we justify the cost of this drug?










How much will it cost? Are there other relevant costs such as additional preparation,
storage, administration, monitoring costs beyond simple acquisition costs?
What is the cost and burden of additional monitoring requirements in safely using
this drug?
What are the comparative costs of other alternatives (e.g., are generics available?)
Is a competitor’s drug about to become available generically?
If there is an added cost associated with using this drug, is there a significant clinical
benefit that justifies the added expense?
What are the pricing issues (rebate deals, market share or exclusivity requirements,
some of which may not be transparent) related to purchasing this drug? Will the
price be raised once we switch over to this drug (“bait and switch” pricing tactics)
What costs are involved in switching patients currently on another drug that we may
be substituting this medication for (additional visits, monitoring)?
Is pill-splitting a possibility for saving costs. Is it easy, safe, desirable?

Decision-making information, calculations, timing and process
What is the strength and quality of evidence and information available to the
Committee?








3

What is the source (i.e., from drug rep vs. independent review) completeness,
timeliness, and quality of the information the Committee has available to make a
decision at this time?
Has an independent drug monograph review been prepared for the Committee (i.e.
by pharmacist or drug information center/service)? If yes: Are the monograph and
other information upon which decisions are being made adequate, or are there
unanswered questions (such as those raised in this document) that require more
information?
Are there reviews by other formulary or guideline committees (local, national,
international) whose judgments and decisions can help inform our discussion and
decision?
Are there outstanding questions that may be answered by additional information (or
pending research trials) that may warrant deferring a decision?
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What is status and quality of the review process at our institution?












Has the drug previously been considered/reviewed by our P&T Committee?
If yes what were the issues raised in prior review, discussion and decision?
Have there been significant numbers of non-formulary requests for this drug?
If yes, what are utilization and safety experiences and issues surrounding its nonformulary use? What are the pros and cons of keeping drug non-formulary for now?
Have the requisite subcommittees and key and knowledgeable specialists been
consulted, and have they weighed in on the decision?
Has there been undue influence or bias impacting the decision making process? Are
there conflicts of interest involved with evaluating this drug’s formulary status (e.g.
desire to please a high income generating clinician)?
What is desirability of approval now, vs. delaying approval pending additional
information?
Which clinicians should be permitted to use this drug and in what clinical venue?
Should there be restrictions (e.g., clinical prior approval or other mechanisms)
placed on this medication (based on indication, safety or cost)? If so, what should
they be and how can they be easily operationalized?
Are their guidelines and/or electronic alerts that could help ensure safe and
appropriate use of this medication?

1

The Formulary Leveraged Improved Prescribing (FLIP) Tool for Guiding Critical
Formulary Decision Making was originally developed under a grant from the
Attorney General Consumer and Prescriber Education Grant Program (Principal
Investigator, Gordon Schiff, MD). It was revised with support from grant
number U18HS016973 from the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality
(Principal Investigator, Bruce Lambert, PhD). The content is solely the
responsibility of the authors and does not necessarily represent the official
views of the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality. The following
individuals contributed to the development of the tool: William Galanter, MD,
PhD, Michael Koronkowski, PharmD, Amy Lodolce, PharmD, James Duhig, MS,
Marcia Edison, PhD, John Busker, PharmD, Pam Pontikes, PharmD, Surrey Walton,
PhD., Daniel Touchette, PharmD.
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Formulary (New) Drug Evaluation Tool
Short Form
A. Evidence of need
Is there compelling evidence of a need to add this drug to our formulary?
B. Efficacy
What is the evidence to support the claims for this drug?

C. Safety
What safety issues need to be considered?

D. Misuse impact potential
If placed on the formulary, what is the potential for misuse or overuse?

E. Cost Issues
Can we justify the cost of this drug?

F. Decision-making information, calculations, timing and process
What is the strength and quality of evidence and information available to the
Committee?
What is status and quality of the review process at our institution?
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